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Editorial to Issue 42(2) 

A common thread among the papers in this Issue is a focus upon human 
wellbeing. A recent work on Wicked Problems in Public Policy (Head, 2022) 
points out that a central role for governments in the modern world has been to 
protect and enhance the wellbeing of citizens, and that the policies designed to 
do this range across many aspects of public life – health; education; social 
security; civic rights and responsibilities. Policies designed to promote 
economic growth, to bring about redistributions of wealth, or to prevent 
discrimination and social exclusion also impact upon wellbeing. However, such 
interventions by governments have always attracted controversy since there is 
no general agreement about the specific aims and desirable outcomes for 
‘wellbeing’. Who should pay for higher education – the graduates who benefit 
in salary or society that benefits from graduate skills? Should drug users be 
punished as social deviants or should they be helped as vulnerable people? Do 
social security payments underpin a healthy economic activity or encourage 
idleness? Does free movement of labour support economic growth or should 
national borders be rigorously enforced? Furthermore, we may reflect that there 
is a spiritual dimension to be considered in relation to our wellbeing – in the 
words of Helen Todd from the American women’s suffrage movement, ‘Give 
us Bread, but give us Roses’ (American Magazine, 1911). 

As Vickers has suggested (Vickers, 1968), unique individuals their own 
appreciative systems by a process of learning from experience. Learning is 
circular in nature – we must perceive before we can recognise. We develop our 
own schemata, or ‘readiness to see’, which are ‘… developed, restricted, 
confirmed or confused, elaborated or simplified by their further use’ (1968, 
p.105). Individual worldviews emerge as our ‘readinesses to see’ select from
among our experiences. Our interests generate associated values, enabling
judgments. Vickers described a phenomenon of appreciation, as a combined
judgment of value and ‘fact’. He pointed out that our appreciative settings can
be discerned only as they are manifest in judgment, and may indeed by changed
by that process itself. Communication through dialogue can be seen as a
mediator of change and a means by which humans, as social animals, develop
cultural settings. An appreciative system in wider society will always be an
accommodation among the many different settings subsisting among
populations at any given time, through circular processes that have ‘capacity to
admit change without losing continuity’.
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In society, we are faced with intractable (wicked) problems – those which are 
messy, unstructured and persistent over time. Head (2022, p.107) describes 
such problems as characterised by complexity, disagreement and uncertainty. 
Policy-makers have the perhaps unenviable task to address such problems in 
ways which satisfy the diverse appreciative settings of their constituents. While 
governments may adopt a variety of strategies to deflect judgment on their 
responsibilities, by avoidance, denial or even coercive control, and interest 
groups within society may seek to influence dialogue around the issues, those 
who are actively concerned with delivering services have no choice but to 
engage. Their task is often to unravel messes, turn them into systems of 
problems, and attempt to structure them in search of solutions. As Systemists, 
it is our task to produce toolsets to support these efforts. 

The Issue comprises four contributions reflecting these themes. The first two 
papers discuss cases in which Systems ideas have been utilised to structure 
problematic situations in the field of healthcare. The first, by Rajesh 
Chowdhury, highlights the importance of productive relationships among 
managers and clinicians within health systems. Drawing upon a number of 
recognised Systems approaches, the author argues for the importance problem-
structuring methods as an integral part of a problem-solving process, 
incorporating flexibility and adaptiveness. He presents a case study of an 
intervention within an NHS Primary Care Trust, noting the contribution 
Systems methodologies can make in unearthing causes of organisational 
conflict, and working towards a higher-order stakeholder convergence.  

In the second paper, Gary Evans and Debbie Sadd present a post-hoc review of 
a community OR project into the effectiveness of cancer support services in the 
southwest of England. Fulfilment of the project’s objectives involved 
collaboration among many agencies, including specialist cancer charities, 
intervention deliverers, and liaison with patients, community healthcare 
services, hospitals, and GP surgeries. They describe how a methodology was 
developed to guide the inquiry, incorporating aspects of the CVAM Process 
Framework within a more critical systemic perspective. They conclude that, 
when dealing with healthcare agencies and design on new delivery entities, 
differences of perspective need to be surfaced. 

The third paper, by Lawrence Reavill, focuses on the perennial problem of 
finance in the Arts – specifically financing of the UK’s major touring dance 
companies. The paper describes the early stages in a project to review the 
impact of a decade of reductions in government funding. It is a principle of 
welfare economics that any need not catered by market forces should be a 
candidate for public funding. The author uses stakeholder theory in conjunction 
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with Checkland’s CATWOE (as a free-standing tool) to examine the operation 
of the UK’s five major touring dance companies in relation to production of a 
new work. Forester’s Resource Dependency Theory is used to examine current 
management strategies. 

The final contribution to this issue is an opinion piece offered by Prof. Frank 
Stowell, who observes the impact of increasing digitization of many aspects of 
our social experience and warns of the possible consequences for our wellbeing 
of an uncritical acceptance of a ‘Metaverse’. 

Christine Welch 
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Abstract 
Systems thinking can lend a powerful perspective for problem-structuring and 
problem-solving in health systems. Systems methodologies can serve 
to articulate assumptions rooted in mental models and individual values and 
help in facilitating convergence of viewpoints between differing stakeholders 
in an inclusive and participative manner. This paper presents a case-study 
where three systems methodologies – VSM, SSM and SAST – were used 
sequentially in the UK NHS to bring about value-based consensus between 
managers and clinicians overcoming legacy differences. The discussions 
highlight the contribution systems methodologies can make in 
unearthing causes of organisational dissonance, misaligned priorities, and 
deep-rooted conflict, and how such challenges can be resolved by working 
towards a higher-order stakeholder convergence through the 
application of certain systems methodologies in a creative and flexible 
manner. The discussions presented emphasise the importance of problem-
structuring as an essential step before problem-solving. It is also argued 
that the former needs to flow through an intervention as an iterative process 
and that problem-structuring should not be regarded as a one-time activity. 
Learnings presented in this paper can be of equal value for systems and 
healthcare researchers and practitioners. This intervention can be located 
within the ambit of Holistic Flexibility, a recently introduced conceptual lens 
in systems thinking. 

Keywords: Systems Thinking, VSM, SSM, SAST, NHS, Managers, 
Clinicians, Healthcare 
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1 Introduction 

Effective health systems management can lead to better healthcare outcomes. 
Mutual understanding and collaboration on purpose and goals between 
managers and clinicians is crucial in this context. This paper narrates an 
intervention that deploys three systems methodologies – Viable System Model 
(VSM), Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) and Strategic Assumption Surfacing 
and Testing (SAST) – for problem-structuring and problem-solving to 
overcome interpersonal differences between managers and clinicians to achieve 
strategic convergence in the National Health Service (NHS), UK. 

The paper will start with an orientation to problem-structuring and problem-
solving and highlight how problem-structuring methods can support better 
understanding of situations. This will be followed by a literature research that 
sets the context for the importance of a healthy relationship between managers 
and clinicians with specific reference to the NHS. The background to the 
intervention will be presented next that calls for problem-structuring and 
problem-solving, followed by a logic to the choice of the methodologies 
adopted. A narration of the intervention will then be provided that leads to the 
arrival of the intended outcome. The paper will close by highlighting the 
contribution of this research, its limitations, and avenues for future research. 

Note that the terms, “project” and “intervention”, have been used 
interchangeably in this paper. 

2 Problem-structuring and problem-solving 
Understanding of a problem from various dimensions and from the perspective 
of different stakeholders is necessary for effective problem-solving; problem-
solving interventions can be futile if the problem itself being tackled is 
incomplete and driven by a singular perspective (Ackoff, 1979; Checkland, 
1981; Chowdhury, 2019a; Eden, 1982; Flood & Jackson, 1991; Jackson, 
1987, 2000, 2003, 2019, 2020; Mingers, 1992; Mingers & Rosenhead, 2004; 
Rittel & Webber, 1973; Rosenhead, 1986, 1989; Rosenhead & Mingers, 2001; 
Rosenhead & Thunhurst, 1982). Problem-structuring is a necessary first step 
for problem-solving in situations where there are multiple stakeholders, there 
are differences in worldviews with hidden power-dynamics, and where 
simplistic agreements are not possible. 

Problem Structuring Methods (PSM) refer to approaches that bring together a 
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range of systems methodologies and tools to understand complex situations that 
have a variety of intervening elements and intentions — both overt and covert 
— that demand immersive investigation, flexibility, and iteration (Rosenhead, 
1989). PSMs are inclusive, participative, iterative, and they have the potential 
to permit identification of local improvements by merging various interests 
rather than proposing a global solution (Mingers & Rosenhead, 2004). PSMs 
offer the possibility of integrating both hard and soft data to achieve solutions 
that satisfice on separate dimensions rather than creating trade-offs. Therefore, 
PSMs require a combination of technical, institutional, and heuristic 
understanding (Murphy, 2005). 

 
Problem-solving exercises preceded by PSMs need to embrace reflection and 
learning through its process considering that situations are always changing and 
solutions arrived-at in a particular context and time may not be relevant for a 
different context and time. Therefore, problem-structuring should not be treated 
as a stand-alone step. Rather, it should be seen as an ingrained characteristic of 
the problem-solving process. Flexibility and adaptiveness are central to this 
journey (Chowdhury, 2019a; Jackson, 2009, 2019, 2020; Snowden, 2015; 
Sushil, 2015; Taket & White, 2000). 

 
3 Setting the context 
The case, presented in this paper, is based on a Primary Care Trust (PCT) 
affiliated to the NHS (details in the next section). The NHS is the publicly funded 
healthcare service-provider in the UK covering the full range of primary, 
secondary, and tertiary care and includes services in mental health, ambulance, 
and social/community care. 

 
Considering the scale and scope of the NHS, the UK Department of Health 
(DoH) inculcated general management principles during the 1980s following the 
Griffiths Report (1983) to introduce effectiveness and efficiency in the system 
aiming at more streamlined care delivery and patient outcomes. General 
management principles were introduced to corporatise the NHS with initiatives 
such as organisational structuring, goal setting, resource optimisation, optimal 
costing, division of responsibilities, performance management, and a division 
of decision- making powers between managers and clinicians (Chowdhury, 
2019a; Enok & Markwell, 2010). The changes brought about a shift in power-
balance that was previously in favour of clinicians to one that was more divided 
and organisation- wide; the call was to establish distributed leadership between 
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networks of smaller organisations and professionals at different levels 
(Rowling, 2011). Success in delivering satisfactory health outcomes in such 
situations depend on teamwork, interdependency, and collaboration (Akel & 
Elazeem, 2015; Atun, 2003; Tosanloo et al., 2019) and requires professionals to 
think beyond their previously narrowly defined job boundaries (Crosson, 2003). 
However, differences soon began to surface between managers and clinicians 
because they were driven by different purposes and mental models: Clinicians 
have an “individualistic focus” to deliver patient care and managers take a 
“broader perspective” of optimising the organisation (Chowdhury, 2019b; Enok 
& Markwell, 2010). Such conditions have often resulted in conflict between 
both the factions, negatively impacting the functioning of the NHS as a health 
system (Akel & Elazeem, 2015; Atun, 2003; Chowdhury, 2019a, 2019b; Demir 
& Kasapoğlu, 2008; Elfering et al., 2017; Francis, 20003; Granter & Hyde, 
2010). A public inquiry, chaired by Francis (2003), reported growing rifts 
between managers and clinicians in the NHS and presented an urgent appeal to 
bridge the same. New management frameworks were frequently introduced and 
the managers’ constant perusal with clinicians to work within the same are 
attributed to red-tape and declining quality of care (Brooks, 2006). This is 
aggravated by constant organisational change that the NHS commonly goes 
through, causing confusion and inconsistencies in the system; further, tracking 
the myriad of initiatives leads to focus on actual patient care taking a back seat 
and frustration amongst professionals (Chowdhury, 2019b; Granter & Hyde, 
2010). 

High stress on the job coupled with a variety of stakeholders often lead to 
conflict and an undesirable atmosphere at various levels in health systems 
(Berman-Kishony, 2011; Chipps et al., 2013; Forte, 1997; Guidroz et al., 2011; 
Patton, 2014; Shin, 2009). Stress further leads to reduced focus, memory lapses, 
low resilience to emotional setbacks, and poor body vitals (Forte, 1997). 
Care delivery can gravely suffer at the hands of professionals going through 
such challenges. Given the harm that conflict between managers and clinicians 
can potentially bring to healthcare outcomes, it is important that both groups 
work in unison with common alignment to purpose and goals. Both clinicians 
and managers need one another for effective functioning of a health system that 
is as large in size and as diverse in service provision as the NHS. Dr Gill 
Morgan, past CEO of the NHS Confederation, says: "Doctors and 
managers have different but complementary roles and perspectives. Both are 
valid and both are crucial to delivering high quality patient care” (Enok & 
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Markwell, 2010). Whereas clinicians need managers to resolve the complexity 
of the working environment that have organisational, social, political, and 
technological dimensions, managers need doctors because doctors are the 
vehicle of healthcare delivery (Cooper, 2007). A healthy manager- clinician 
relationship is central to ensuring the effective functioning of a health system 
and delivery of quality health outcomes. It is important that their worldviews 
merge towards a common purpose beyond divisions, interpersonal clashes, and 
misplaced priorities. 

4 Background to the case 
The author led the intervention presented in this paper. References will be 
drawn from works in selected works that report the methodologies used in the 
intervention in parts (Chowdhury, 2007; Chowdhury, 2019b,c; Chowdhury & 
Nobbs, 2008). This is the first research where the complete intervention has 
been brought under one roof and an argument has been presented on how three 
systems methodologies can together make a higher-level contribution to health 
systems. For the detailed case-studies, the reader should refer to Chowdhury 
(2019b,c). 

PCTs were the erstwhile health services and social care delivery arm of the 
NHS that were responsible for specific geographical areas; they played the role 
of the last-mile delivery agencies. During the 2003–2006, the author was 
engaged with the Ferens PCT (pseudonym used for the sake of anonymity), 
based in the East of England. The author’s engagement involved playing a lead 
role in designing of an Information Systems (IS) strategy for Ferens PCT that 
would enable better knowledge management in the Trust. This project was part 
of a larger initiative called Connecting for Health (CfH) initiated by the DoH 
that was being implemented to digitise the entire healthcare administration and 
care pathway under one mega system. The DoH had given considerable 
autonomy to local Trusts to adopt strategies tailored to their local requirements 
to implement the CfH initiative. The envisioned IS strategy for Ferens PCT 
would enable the CfH implementation at the local level. 

The ground realities displayed the challenges presented in the previous section. 
There were multiple participants in Ferens PCT – both managerial and clinical 
(referred to as “key stakeholders” from here-on) – and there were significant 
overlaps, confusions, and misaligned priorities between them. The atmosphere 
was buoyant with trust deficit and clinicians’ resistance to the smooth 
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implementation of the CfH initiative. Further, the problem-situation (why 
CfH was being implemented) was not well-defined (i.e., it was not clear why 
the CfH was being implemented in the first place). Finally, the atmosphere was 
dense with conflicting interpersonal dynamics and difference of opinions 
between the key stakeholders. It was realised that the project mandate to design 
an IS strategy for Ferens PCT was remote and esoteric, given that the 
challenges rested at a more fundamental level. There were two emerging 
requirements in the Ferens PCT: 

 
Problem-structuring: Understanding the system-in-focus and aligning 
the key stakeholders to arrive at a consensus on the need for a local-level 
IS strategy. 
Problem-solving: Creating the IS strategy through a participative process 
achieving convergence of key stakeholders’ worldviews. 

 
Approval was sought and obtained from the project sponsors for an 
intervention that would address the above requirements. 
 

 
5 Methodological choice 
The System of Systems Methodologies (SOSM) (Jackson, 1999, 2000, 2003, 
2006, 2019; Jackson & Keys, 1984) was used as the overall framework to 
decide on the methodological choice for the intervention. The SOSM aligns an 
array of systems methodologies in two axes: nature of the system (y-axis) and 
the relationship between participants (x-axis); see figure 1. 

 
The SOSM presents six “ideal-types”. In the x-axis, if participants have shared 
values and understanding, they are in a unitary relationship. If they have 
differences to the extent that they are still able to stand in unison for the system 
to function as a cohesive entity, they are in a pluralist relationship. If 
participants display divergence and power dynamics that are irreconcilable, 
they are in a coercive relationship. Coming to the systems dimension, if the 
parts of the system are limited, easily identifiable and have predictable 
interactions, it is a simple system. If there are multiple parts, outcomes of 
interactions of which can still be predicted and planned for, it is a complicated 
system. In case the elements increase multifold and give rise to complex 
interactions and unpredictable consequences, it is a complex system. 
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Figure 1: System of Systems Methodologies* (adapted from Jackson, 2019; p. 
757) 

 
The methodological choices pertaining to this intervention depended on 
the two emergent requirements in the context. Note that details of the 
methodologies are provided in the next section that justify their alignment 
to the specific dimensions of the SOSM. 

 
5.1. Problem-structuring: Considering the confusion, overlaps, 

and clash of priorities in Ferens PCT, a thorough 
understanding of the organisation structure and key 
stakeholder roles were necessary. Due to the realities of the 
NHS, the problem situation was considered in the complex-
unitary dimension. The Viable System Model (VSM) was 
adopted for this step. Initial research (discussed in the next 
section) indicated that although the key stakeholders had 
different opinions, they could still stand together for the 
system to function as a cohesive entity if clarity and vision 
alignment were established. Hence, the situation was 
considered in the complicated- pluralist dimension of the 
SOSM. The key stakeholders had to be brought in alignment 
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for a prospective agreement on an IS strategy. This required 
merging of worldviews in a participative and non-
intimidating setting. Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) was 
adopted for this step. 

5.2. Problem-solving: Creating the IS strategy required 
collaborative design. This would need a higher-level 
convergence of ideas that would be reflected in a strategy that 
would be inclusive, relevant, and sustainable. The situation 
was considered to be in the complicated-pluralist dimension 
on the SOSM. Strategic Assumption Surfacing and Testing 
(SAST) was adopted for this step. 

6 The intervention 
6.1. Viable System Model (VSM) 
Pioneered by Beer (1972, 1985) and based on cybernetic principles, the VSM 
aids towards a structural analysis of any organisation in the “known-to-be viable 
state” to reveal its constituent parts and study how they interact with one 
another. The VSM model sets out to explain how systems are capable of 
independent existence due to the prevalence of fundamental laws of viability. 
Leonard (1999) talks about two relationships that VSM seeks address: first, the 
horizontal relationship that is depicted between the parts of the system or the 
subsystem and its adjacent environment or area of operation represented by 
horizontal connections of information exchange; and second, the vertical 
relationship that connects the various levels of management within the 
organisation represented by a vertical nature of information exchange and 
control. The system demonstrates the quality of recursiveness that indicates its 
ability to replicate itself within its subsystems with corresponding 
functionalities with respect to differing levels of complexity. The complexity 
decreases as one moves from the larger system to its constituent subsystems. A 
VSM analysis recommends three levels of recursion study. 

6.1.1. VSM of the Ferens PCT 
VSM was used as a diagnostic model to study the Ferens PCT for its 
organisational structure and communication patterns that had a direct bearing 
on how IS was viewed by the key stakeholders. VSM follows two stages that 
will be elaborated below with the narration of its deployment in the Ferens PCT. 
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6.1.2. System identification:  

This step is meant to arrive at the system-in-focus that needs to be studied. A 
system identification was initiated using a combination of secondary and 
primary research. Tools deployed were literature research on NHS Trust 
organisations, interviews, Focus Group Discussions (FGD) with key 
stakeholders and a study of minutes of meetings (MOM) of the IS team. It is to 
be noted that these tools have been clubbed under VSM here for the sake of 
ease in the narration; however, they were administered in the earlier stage in the 
research for an understanding of the on-ground situation. 
 
Three recursion levels were identified with Ferens PCT being located in 
recursion level-1 as the system-in-focus. Recursion level-0, the higher-level 
hierarchy, was located at the regional structure of the NHS, consisting of the 
erstwhile Strategic Health Authority (SHA) that served as a bridge between the 
DoH and the local service delivery level agencies like the PCTs and other 
Trusts. Recursion level-2, the lower-level hierarchy, was at the subsystem level 
within the Ferens PCT, consisting of the functions that were performed within 
Ferens PCT. See Figure 2. System identification, through the recursion study, 
helped understanding of the system boundaries and emergent characteristics of 
the subsystems at identified levels. 
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Figure 2: Recursion levels at Ferens PCT 

6.1.2.1. System diagnosis: An elaborate exercise was carried out to 
understand the system-in-focus alongside its adjacent environment, 
operations, and localised management of the viable parts. 

VSM identifies five subsystems: 

• System-1 is the implementation system, where the actual
operation of the organisation takes place. Therefore, there may be
several systems-1. Each system-1 has its own responsibility and
localised management that deals with its own operating
environment. In Ferens PCT, this function was played by six
directorates: Primary Care, Medical, Finance & Performance,
Public Health, HR & Organisational Learning, and Modernisation
& Partnerships.

• System-2 is the coordination system, which is responsible for
maintaining a harmonious balance of functions between each
system-1. Its tenets are information sharing, resources
management, crisis management, and providing recommendations
on course-corrections and organisational alignments. In Ferens
PCT, the PCT Board and the Professional Executive Committee
(PEC) jointly played this role.

• System-3 is the control system, which ensures the optimal
alignment of policies and goals in the sub-systems. Its tenets are
review sessions, monitoring meetings, target setting and tracking,
and feedback and prioritisation. In Ferens PCT, the CEO and the
Finance Director jointly played this role.

• System-4 is the development system, responsible for information
passage between system-5 and the other sub-systems. It is outward
focused and is in the look-out for new developments in the
operating environment. Its tenets are environment scanning,
research, and insights generation. This wide role was carried out
by a broad set of teams – The Health Informatics System (HIS)
team, the Performance Management team (which was under the
Modernisation & Partnerships directorate), and Accenture (a large
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technology consulting company which was contracted to 
implement the CfH initiative, in the East of England, by the DoH). 

• System-5 is the policy making and executive unit, the highest 
system that steers the organisation forward in a strategic manner 
and has a long-term view of the enterprise. Its tenets are strategic 
planning, organisational viability, and competitive sustenance. In 
Ferens PCT, the PCT Board and the PEC jointly played this role. 

 
See figure 3 for the VSM of Ferens PCT. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: VSM of Ferens PCT as the “system-in-focus” at Recursion Level-1 

 
The study revealed the structural nuances and related interpersonal dynamics in 
Ferens PCT in the context of the CfH initiative. Insights from the study are 
summarised below: 

 
• Lack of implementation accountability: Out of the six 

directorates, not a single directorate was found to hold direct 
implementation responsibility for IS apart from the Performance 
Management team (under Modernisation & Partnerships), which 
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had a stake in it. Due to a lack of clearly defined chain of 
command, there was confusion on who defined strategies, who was 
in control, and where accountabilities rested. Managers ended up 
pushing organisational goals on clinicians without understanding 
what counted as information. This negatively impacted clinicians’ 
focus on healthcare delivery and bred frustration amongst the key 
stakeholders. 

• Coordination breakdown: Apart from the breakdown in 
coordination at several levels due to lack of clarity of IS 
accountability, it was striking to note that there was no mention of 
the Regional Implementation Director (RID) from anyone in 
Ferens PCT. Reference to the RID was found in the literature 
research on NHS Trusts and CfH implementation. The RID was 
appointed by the DoH and was responsible for managing 
interdepartmental relationships and mobilising support teams. The 
lack of mention of the RID showed a lack of knowledge or 
avoidance of acknowledgement by the participants. A breakdown 
of effective coordination meant that the system was at the mercy 
of incoherent efforts, divergent initiatives, and duplication and/or 
replication of work. This led to the clinicians’ lack of trust in the 
new IS initiatives driven by the managers. 

• Lack of key stakeholder involvement: Ferens PCT was 
responsible to devise an effective strategy for key stakeholder 
involvement and participation throughout the process of design 
and implementation of the CfH initiative. However, the study 
revealed that there was a lack of effective key stakeholder 
engagement and an overlooking of user-opinion during the initial 
stages of the initiative. This bred scepticism of the new system and 
caused the clinicians to resist change. Several managers also 
privately admitted to their frustration in the way the initiative was 
implemented without adequate stakeholder involvement. 

• System misalignment: Alignment within the organisation was 
amiss with a confusing division of roles and responsibilities. At 
the highest level, the policy system was isolated and distant from 
on-ground realities. The policy system was unable to absorb the 
variety in the system due to lack of effective control and 
coordination mechanisms and a fundamental confusion in 
implementation accountability. The variety posed by the system 
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was building up as one moved ground up from system-1 with 
progressive systems either being absent or ineffective. Gaps in key 
stakeholder engagement resulted in greater complexity. Control 
and coordination at the higher regional and national levels were 
chasing alignment parameters that were not relevant at the local 
level, further amplifying the variety. 

The above diagnosis demonstrates the applications of the VSM in two ways 
(Espejo, 1989, 2003; Harnden, 1989; Jackson, 1992; Jackson & Carter, 1984) – 
(i) “structuralist” that seeks to understand causal processes and information
exchange at the structural level; and (ii) “interpretive” that seeks to understand
complex subjectivities and rich discourse of interrelationships between people.

6.1.3. Outcome of the VSM 
The VSM exposed how complexity was built up in the system-in-focus from 
within its boundaries with organisational and interpersonal deficits, and from 
outside its boundaries from the regional NHS authorities and directives from 
the DoH. Challenges at two fundamental levels – organisational and 
interpersonal – were surfaced. Organisational gaps and structural 
inconsistencies were presented to the project sponsors constituting the six 
directorates and the CEO. This was followed by a workshop with the six 
directorates that identified areas of improvements and organisational 
alignments supported by an internal review mechanism for the CfH 
implementation. On the interpersonal gaps, it was agreed that the key 
stakeholders would be brought together in a participatory environment that 
would allow their convergence to create an IS strategy. However, there were 
two challenges that needed answering: (i) why an IS strategy was required, 
which is a process of reasoning rather than the process of choice-making; and 
(ii) how an IS strategy would be arrived-at, once the first challenge is addressed.

The next section elaborates the deployment of SSM to arrive at a convergence 
for why an IS strategy was required. 

6.2. Soft Systems Methodology 
Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) (Checkland, 1981; Checkland & Scholes 

1990; Checkland & Scholes, 1999) offers a participative platform for 

stakeholders to bring together diverse perspectives and worldviews in an 
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atmosphere of constructive deliberation aspiring for consensus. In IS projects, 

SSM does not address technical requirements or solutions but serves to address 

issues that may arise out of conflict of values and differing perspectives 

emanating out of differing worldviews (Andoh-Baidoo & Ngwenyama, 2005; 

Checkland & Scholes, 1999). The expert position is eradicated in the 

methodology as all participants receive an equal opportunity to share their 

understanding and establish their individual rationalities. SSM enables the 

appreciation of the human activity system by shifting the focus from the system 

per-se to the actors, all of who demonstrate purposeful activities in the system. 

6.2.1. SSM with key stakeholders in the Ferens PCT 

SSM is a seven-stage methodology that will be elaborated with the following 

narration of its deployment in the Ferens PCT. Participants are engaged in 

creative process of deliberation and discussion shifting their minds from the 

“real world” to the “systems thinking about the real world” and back to the “real 

world”; see figure 4. 

A questionnaire survey and individual interviews with key stakeholders were 

conducted in the initial stages of the intervention to gauge their perspectives on an IS 

strategy. This included collecting insights on identification, dissemination, and 

application of information. With inspiration from Critical System Heuristics (CSH) 

(Ulrich, 1983, 1987, 1988), the survey and interviews delved on the actual and the 

desired states of information management in the Ferens PCT. The SSM was 

deployed bringing together ten participants with adequate representation of the key 

stakeholders from various levels. The same is narrated below. 
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Figure 4: Seven stages of SSM 

6.2.1.1. Situation Considered Problematical: This step involves a 
general recognition of the situation as considered problematical. Insights from 
the questionnaire survey and interviews were presented as an icebreaker that 
exposed growing chasm between the key stakeholders. A brainstorming session 
was facilitated that surfaced the following pertinent issues: 

• Confusion regarding what was defined as information
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• Duplication of information collection and management 

• Confusion over data ownership and access 

• Inconsistencies in the use of information support platforms between various 
NHS entities 

• Non-adherence to standard taxonomies 

• Information inaccessibility despite its availability 

 

6.2.1.2. Problem Situation Expressed: This step lets participants express 
the situation that they experience in a creative manner using visual 
representations called rich pictures. It offers an opportunity to participants to 
freely reflect and creatively express their positions, problems, and their 
relationship with others. See figure 5 for a rich picture by a clinical lead. 

 
From the position of the clinical lead (in figure 5 identified in a black box), the 
reality was not comfortable. They had multiple stakeholders relying on them 
for decisions. The patient was depicted to be interacting with multiple 
touchpoints and had their own expectations. Multiple requests were depicted to 
be coming in from the general practitioner and other specialists in an incoherent 
manner. Managers were depicted in a negative manner with prongs in their 
hands ready to find faults with the clinical lead, demanding information, and 
imposing targets. At the base, the technology system was depicted to suffer 
from “poor definition”, ask for “too much” and offer “too little”. 

 
Rich pictures from other participants narrated their own stories of the chasm 
between the key stakeholders. Managers depicted their frustration with 
clinicians 
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Figure 5: Rich picture by a clinical lead (identified in the black box) 
 

who were described as uncooperative to change with time. A common theme 
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for both groups was the frustration with inconsistent and incoherent technology 
initiatives being introduced by the DoH without adequate stakeholder 
consultation and involvement. This conveyed that although the divide between 
the key stakeholders was wide, it was not irreconcilable as the source of the 
frustration emanated at a higher policy level. 

 
6.2.1.3 Root Definitions of Relevant Purposeful Activity Systems: Root 
definition is a condensed representation of the problem-situation covering 
Customers, Actors, Transformation, Worldview, Owners, and Environmental 
constraints (CATWOE). A CATWOE analysis helps understanding stakeholder 
perspectives holistically and in a wider context. It considers multiple 
dimensions and facilitates fruitful debate towards creation of viable solutions. 
The root definitions shift the minds of participants into the “systems world” as 
one’s mental models surface while phrasing a root definition. 

 
Two root definitions are highlighted for this discussion: 

 
Clinician: Provide information management support, including the provision 
of routine and ad hoc information as required, to support the improvement of 
services for patients and carers. 

 
Non-clinician/Manager: Develop a communication system to enable 
dissemination and sharing of information between all the key stakeholders in 
the geography in conjunction with the collaborative way of working to improve 
healthcare services and provide a more consistent approach to patients.The root 
definitions expressed the overall sentiment that supported implementing a 
streamlined IS to improve healthcare outcomes. The CATWOE analysis of all 
root definitions depicted that the worldview of clinicians weighed more towards 
outcome-orientation and that of managers weighed more towards process- 
orientation. The differences in worldviews between the key stakeholders were 
then presented to all participants to help them understand the underlying causes 
of tensions between them. 
 

6.2.1.4. Conceptual Models of the Relevant Systems Named in the Root 
Definitions: While still being in the “systems world”, conceptual models are 
used to depict what the system “does” when the root definition depicts what the 
system“is” (Jackson, 2000). Conceptual models bring out case-and-effect 
relationships of the system based on the root definition. This involves the 
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expression of the minimum activities required to achieve the purpose of the root 
definition. A conceptual model consists of precise verbs to reach this intention. 
Since the conceptual model is derived from the root definition, both are similar. 
The conceptual models corresponding to the two root definitions cited above 
are presented in figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6: Conceptual Models by key stakeholders 

 
The conceptual models further validated that despite differences and 
interpersonal dynamics between the key stakeholders, they essentially believed 
in the same success imperative, namely, better patient outcomes enabled through 
a streamlined IS. 
 

6.2.1.5. Comparison of Models and Real World: This step brings the 
participants back to the “real world” where the conceptual models are compared 
with the real- world situation. Roles played by participating members in the 
system are critically reflected upon. Differences are likely to surface, which then 
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need to be debated and discussed in the next stage. 

 
Broad areas were charted out from the rich pictures, root definitions, and 
conceptual models to compare between the conceptual models and the reality 
in CfH implementation. These included stakeholder engagement, technology 
solution, system integration and interoperability, patient outcomes, and 
clinician- manager relationship. The CfH initiative had benefits, but it came 
with its own challenges that were also exposed during the VSM, the 
questionnaire survey, and the interviews with key stakeholders. Some 
additional challenges noted were the lack of evidence-based decision support 
systems in most care delivery centres, inconsistencies between general practices 
in electronic dataset systems used for storing patient information, the absence 
of centralised integration of the IS, and lack of IT competencies amongst 
clinicians who use the system. It was also exposed that an overemphasis on 
technology led to the lack of appreciation of human intuition and opinion. 

 
6.2.1.6. Changes – Systemically Desirable and Culturally Feasible: This 
stage involves participants in a debate on their worldviews to bring about an 
accommodation of perceptions. Differing opinions are discussed and options 
are considered about how these differing opinions may best be overcome. 
 
An overall agreement emerged that healthcare IS was a requirement and that it 
would enable better healthcare outcomes. Several operational details were 
agreed- on that included agreement on a common language for clinical records, 
a protocol for data ownership, storage and dissemination, and regular IS-related 
communication between the key stakeholders. There was a clear agreement that 
a collaborative approach was required to create the IS strategy for Ferens PCT 
for the implementation of the CfH initiative. 

 
6.2.1.7. Action to Improve the Problem Situation: This is the final 
implementation stage where the derived plans are put to action. In an ideal-
typical scenario, this would involve agreement on project management 
principles to facilitate implementation with articulation of roles, timelines 
and responsibilities, and  regular review. A governance structure would be set 
up to ensure seamless implementation. 

 
It was realised that learning from the SSM needed to be leveraged towards a 
system design as desired by the key stakeholders. Findings from the SSM were 
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presented to the Ferens PCT management and support was garnered to work 
with a core cross-functional team to develop a normative approach for healthcare 
IS, for which SAST was deployed. 

 
6.2.2. Outcome of the SSM 
The SSM established a common alignment for the need of an IS strategy for 
Ferens PCT that would enable the CfH initiative. It helped surface fundamental 
differences between clinicians and managers that stemmed from variegated 
individual worldviews exposing that such differences were not irreconcilable 
because both sides had been ‘victims of the system’ in some way or the other. It 
was agreed that a collaborative approach was needed for the key stakeholders 
to arrive at the IS strategy. The next step was problem-solving to collaboratively 
create an IS strategy, addressing the aspect on how such a system could be 
arrived-at. 

 
One should note that elements of problem-structuring need to be reflected 
through the problem-solving journey in an iterative mode so that solutions 
arrived at are relevant and sufficient. This calls for participants to be open to 
negotiating with boundaries, revisit interrelationships, and be sensitive of 
emergent characteristics in the system – both intended and unintended. In this 
spirit, the next section elaborates the use of SAST for the problem-solving stage 
that incorporates tenets of problem-structuring in its essence. 

 
6.3. Strategic Assumption Surfacing and Testing 
Developed by Mason & Mitroff (1981), Strategic Assumption Surfacing and 
Testing (SAST) is a methodology that enables resolution of worldviews through 
encountering the same between two factional groups of stakeholders. 
Influenced by the philosophy of Churchman (1968), Mason & Mitroff believe 
that a holistic perspective can only be achieved by a synthesis of a variety of 
worldviews enabled by surfacing opposing perspectives and critical debate. 
According to Jackson (2003), SAST reflects Rosenhead’s (1987) idea that 
problem-structuring and problem-solving require a satisficing rather than an 
optimising rationale that emphasises on an acceptance of conflict over 
submission to goals. 
 

6.3.1. SAST in the Ferens PCT 
SAST follows four stages that will be taken up in detail in the following 
elaboration of its deployment in the Ferens PCT. 
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6.3.1.1. Group Formation: Participants are divided into two distinct 
groups with an effort to maximise convergence of perspectives within the groups 
and maximise divergence of perspectives between the groups. 

 
There were eight participants (from the same group of the ten participants who 
were involved in the SSM) with an equal representation of key stakeholders. 
During the initial group formation, participants divided themselves as per their 
professional backgrounds – managers and clinicians. Group-1 consisted of all 
managers and it was supportive of the prevalent top-down approach to IS. It 
was of the opinion that there had been adequate consultation with stakeholders 
for the CfH initiative. Group-2 consisted of all clinicians and it advocated for a 
bottom-up approach to IS. It was of the opinion that adequate stakeholder 
consultation and engagement had not taken place. 

 
6.3.1.2. Assumption Surfacing: The aim is to formulate and express key 
assumptions that members in the groups harbour, in an imaginative and creative 
manner. Mason & Mitroff (1981) recommend three methods to facilitate this 
step: stakeholder analysis, assumption specification, and assumption rating. 
 
A stakeholder analysis was facilitated with the two groups to identify who they 
thought their relevant stakeholders were. Once the groups created their own 
stakeholder list, a detailed stakeholder map was drawn-out converging the two 
sides that included primary and secondary stakeholders. It was emphasised that 
stakeholders needed to align with both the NHS and the CfH vision, values, and 
culture. See figure 7 for the final stakeholder map arrived at as a result of 
discussions in this step and in the last step where a normative approach to IS 
was developed (discussed later). 
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Figure 7: Stakeholder map 

 
Assumption specification is the next step, where the two groups were first asked 
to state what their assumptions were. Assumptions are based on mental models 
that influenced participants to perceive and project the success of IS strategy. 
Participants were encouraged to be honest and drop biases that they would have 
carried by virtue of their roles and past interactions with colleagues. As part of 
this step, it was noted that an honest dialogue led some participants of group-1 
to empathise with perspectives of group-2 and vice-versa. Hence, the exercise 
moved one step back to group formation and a minor reallocation of participants 
between the groups occurred. Group-1 and group-2 that previously represented 
managers and clinicians respectively later had a mixture of both sets of 
professionals after the reshuffle. 

 
The assumptions from both groups were numbered for ease of reference and 
analysis. The groups were then asked to rate their assumptions in a chart against 
the axes of certainty and importance. See figure 8 for a sample of how both the 
groups made their assumption rating. 
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Figure 8: Assumption rating by both groups 

 
In the assumption rating chart, assumptions in the most upper-right were those 
that were considered to be needing the most urgent attention. 

 
Although the two groups had differing worldviews, early signs of convergence 
were noticed, as many of their assumptions were rather complementary to each 
other. For example, change resistance and user inertia of using new IS systems 
featured in the upper-right quadrant for both the groups; challenges associated 
with financial controls and budgetary complications featured in the lower-right 
quadrant for both the groups; fear of failure and lack of 
implementation/application accountability featured in the upper-left quadrant 
for both the groups. During the discussions, both groups talked about the vested 
interest of the private IT industry in the CfH initiative for lucrative business 
contracts, the political drive for the initiative rather than a genuine focus on 
healthcare outcomes, the unnecessary complexity introduced due to inclusion 
of too many services under the same initiative making CfH the ‘elephant in the 
room’, the lack of training for clinicians on IT skills, and the lack of adequate 
consultation of key stakeholders during the design of the initiative. 
 

6.3.1.3. Dialectic Debate: Both groups are asked to debate their 
assumptions and viewpoints and are allowed to change their assumptions in 
what is called the “assumption modification” step. 
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Participants from both the groups were already beginning to see common 
ground even before the dialectic debate that normally anticipates a consensus. 
The commonality in the worldviews between both the groups was the 
groundswell for a healthy convergence. Lack of clinicians’ involvement 
appeared to be a major challenge that both groups agreed on. Group-2 expressed 
that no one had approached the clinicians to ask what they really wanted from 
CfH. They expressed that what was positioned as a consultation process was 
more like an information giving session. The political nature of NHS initiatives 
and mismanagement of vendor contracts with unclear scope and lack of 
accountability appeared as common areas of concern. The groups agreed that 
several of the challenges could be overcome through partnership between 
management, clinicians, and the public, right from the beginning. 

 
Later, the groups were offered the opportunity to modify their assumptions. The 
group that represented the top-down worldview (Group-1) changed their ratings 
on assumptions to indicate how government policies and cost-saving were a 
more real threat than earlier thought to negatively impact IS programmes in the 
NHS. The group that represented the bottom-up worldview (Group-2), apart 
from making a similarly change, also changed their rating to reflect the benefit 
of IS more positively, shifting away from the scepticism expressed earlier. 

 
6.3.1.4. Synthesis: This stage is expected to result in convergence of 
worldviews through a process of modification of assumptions, negotiations, and 
accommodations. If the groups fail to arrive at a synthesis, the problematic 
assumptions and conflicting viewpoints need to be taken up for further research 
and deliberation. 

 
The key stakeholders agreed on a way forward to work on a normative approach 
for healthcare IS for Ferens PCT. The following steps were formulated to this 
end: 

 
• Needs assessment: This is the first step to assess the need for an 

IS – service improvement, better care records management, 
effective patient- care provider engagement, enhanced 
effectiveness in care delivery, improved healthcare outcomes, 
etc. If systems are introduced without any need, it can take a toll 
on the organisation. New IS, introduced without any need, may 
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come as a management-led initiative catering to management or 
political needs. 

• Stakeholder analysis: Involves a thorough understanding of the 
stakeholder landscape including both primary and secondary 
stakeholders. In light of transformed mental models through the 
series of discussions, participants debated once again on relevant 
stakeholders and this led the exercise back to add to more 
assumptions and related stakeholders that was previously created 
as part of the “assumption surfacing” step. For the final 
stakeholder map created during this intervention, see figure 7. 
Primary stakeholders included those who were immediately 
engaged with the CfH initiative; secondary stakeholders included 
those who had an indirect capacity to influence. The media was 
specifically highlighted as it plays an important role in shaping 
public opinion and hence, required close engagement. 
Organisational vision, values and culture were highlighted as 
directional for the team. 

• System specification: Involves understanding of what the vision 
of the system and the organisation is, and what can be realistically 
delivered in terms of the actual IS. It may be considered unrealistic 
to include the whole gamut of technological activities and features 
under one mammoth initiative catering the entire NHS. A 
technology feasibility study is recommended at this stage. There 
could be multiple iterations necessary, and planners may even 
need to be go back to the needs assessment stage to redefine and 
reinterpret initial understanding of the system requirements. 

• Context analysis: IS design and implementation need to consider 
the industry, operational nuances, and organisational culture. 
Special mention was made on the aspect of confidentiality and 
sensitivity of patient information. This kind of information is 
unlike anything that can be found in other businesses. In terms of 
people, this is a context of highly qualified professionals who must 
be engaged and involved through all the steps. The importance of 
organisational culture was highlighted, because ignoring it may 
result in interpersonal conflict. Impressions counted; example was 
cited of a comment made by a participant belonging to the group-
2: “we have not seen a single government IT project in a large 
scale succeed”. These feelings and opinions need to be taken into 
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consideration in the design of new IS. 

• Risk analysis: Following were some of the risks highlighted:
o Operational

 Timely implementation failure
 Technology failure
 Supplier failure on contracts
 Rapid change in project requirements
 Breakdown in information confidentiality protocols

 Rapid technology evolution rendering the
original systems to be obsolete

o People-related
 Unwillingness to use the new system
 Lack of capability to use the new system

 Resistance to adopt the system due to
interpersonal dynamics

The analysis of potential risks can even require designers to go back to the 
first stage of needs assessment and follow with the rest of the steps. 

• Development and Implementation: Activities would include
selecting implementation partners based on credibility, relevance,
and cost. A robust project management office would need to be set
up for regular review and monitoring. It may not be prudent to
regard implementation as closure. Human expectation and system
specifications are deemed to change; hence, the system would need
to remain flexible and adaptable. This brought the groups to the
overarching idea of cogenerative learning (elaborated in the next
bullet point).

• Cogenerative learning: It is the process where the power relations
between the facilitators (project management office and
consultants) and the participants (key stakeholders) dilute due to
their active involvement (Elden & Leven, 1991). To quote Elden
& Leven (1991): “The insiders are not simply sources of data or
sanctioners of studies and reports but actively help create and
codetermine every phase of the research process — especially in
the creation of new meaning. They are not merely consulted in
each phase of knowledge production; they participate as co-
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creators. We call this empowering participation” (p. 133). The key 
stakeholders advocated for cogenerative learning to be regarded 
as the overarching philosophy. 

 
 

See figure 9 for the normative approach to healthcare IS as collaboratively 
developed by the key stakeholders. 

 

 
Figure 9: Normative approach to healthcare IS 

 
6.3.2. Outcome of the SAST 
The exercise was able to bring together two opposing factions and create a 
synthesis through a healthy and inclusive debate – a process that can be called 
strategic convergence (discussed in the next section). The groups were able to 
freely surface their own standpoints and talk about sensitive interpersonal issues 
aided by the tools of SAST, which were not otherwise surfaced with this level 
of clarity. Greater transparency helped to bring humility and self-awareness 
amongst the key stakeholders that created a conducive platform for them to 
collaboratively create a normative approach to healthcare IS. This approach was 
later presented to the Ferens PCT management in an action planning workshop 
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and recommendations were arrived at. These recommendations were taken up 
by the Ferens PCT with the regional SHA within the consideration set of 
technical feasibility, product refinement, and CfH integration. 
 

7 Discussion 

7.1. Contribution of this research 

This research brings together three systems methodologies under one umbrella 
of problem-structuring and problem-solving to arrive at a normative approach 
to healthcare IS. Overcoming professional differences is crucial for better 
health systems and therefore, enhanced healthcare outcomes. Adversarial 
interpersonal relationships can be a serious impediment in health systems 
(Patton, 2014; Shin, 2009) in an environment that is already complex and 
ambiguous and that suffers from effects of macro-level policy decisions that are 
often set in isolation from reality and that are beyond the control of 
professionals working in health systems (Harway & Harway, 2005). PSMs have 
the potential of bringing together a variety of factors such as negotiation 
devices, accommodations of multiple positions, power relations, understanding 
and learning, ownership of problems, and consequences of planned actions 
(Daellenbach, 2001; Foote et al., 2007; Franco, 2007; Jackson, 1991; Mingers 
& Rosenhead, 2004; Ormerod, 1997) as this research has demonstrated. 
Breaking away from a top-down way of planning, this research narrates a 
journey that is cooperative and empowering for guiding social change 
(Chambers, 1997) and thereby delivering on an “alternative approach to 
planning” (Cordoba-Pachon & Orr, 2010). This is an important consideration 
when Ulrich (2012) notes that problem-structuring skills of operations research 
practitioners lag behind problem-solving skills. 

This intervention led to what can be called strategic convergence, which can be 
understood in terms of going beyond the obvious fact-based agreements to 
aspire for values-based consensus. Three imperatives of strategic convergence 
can be inferred from the intervention: (i) Stakeholder intent: Managers and 
clinicians had the intent to come together, be honest with their mental models, 
and expose their vulnerabilities; (ii) Worldview alignment: Through PSMs, 
participants were able to lead their worldviews to surface, clash, and transform; 
(iii) Action orientation: Participants were fueled by a bias to make change 
happen not just in theory, but also in practice. 

The overall contribution of this research can be understood in the deployment 
of VSM, SSM, and SAST as the intervention seamlessly transitioned from 
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problem- structuring to problem-solving, with the ultimate goal of achieving 
strategic convergence. In terms of the dimensions addressed, the focus of the 
methodologies, their deployment nuances, and outcomes achieved; see table 1. 
Creative application of other qualitative and quantitative tools supported the systems 
methodologies. 

 Problem-structuring Problem-solving 

 

VSM SSM SAST 
SOSM 
Dimension 

Simple-Unitary 
Complicated- 
Pluralist 

Complicated- 
Pluralist 

 
Focus 

 
Problem-structuring 

 
Problem-structuring 

Problem-structuring & 
Problem-solving 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outcome 

 Organisational: 
Uncoveringof 
inconsistencies   
in the system leading 
to future planning 
with the management 

 Interpersonal: Arriving at 
two kinds of challenges 
to be addressed by 
understanding and 
converging   
key stakeholders 

 
 
 

 

• Exposed areas of 
convergence 
between key 
stakeholders 

• Established a 
common 
alignment for the 
need of an IS 
strategy for Ferens 
PCT 

• Achieved strategic 
convergence 
between key 
stakeholders 
driven by intent, 
alignment, and 
action- orientation 

• Arrived at the 
normative 
approach to 
healthcare    IS 
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 • Deployed with a 
combination of tools 
such as FGDs, 
interviews and 
document (including 
MOM) review 

• Insights from 
support tools used 
to lead 
participants 
toexplore 
convergence 
beyond 
differences 

• Deployed with 
openness for the 
exercise to shift 
between stages 
keeping in 
mind changing 
worldviews 

 

Table 1: Contribution made by three systems methodologies applied in 
sequence to achieve strategic convergence 

 
This research can be considered as addressing Jackson’s (2019) view that a 
genuine pluralist approach must be “multimethodological as well as 
multimethod” (p. 573). This research demonstrates the principles of holistic 
flexibility in systems thinking that emphasises on a pragmatic stance to 
approach complex problems based on an understanding of system boundaries, 
the interrelationship between subsystems, and an appreciation of emergence 
supported by flexibility in thinking, methodologies, and resources 
(Chowdhury, 2019a). This journey was enhanced with the author himself being 
cognizant of his role in the research, considering his involvement in the change 
process; in other words, the researcher as a stakeholder (Gregory et al., 2020). 

 
7.1. Limitations of this research 

 
 
 
 
Deployment 

• Applied both as a 
structuralist and an 
interpretive approach 
to unravel the 
organisation structure 
and information flow, 
and its interpersonal 
discourse    and 
emergent social 
sentiment 
 

• Deployed in 
combination with 
questionnaire 
survey and 
interviews with 
inspiration from 
CSH 

• Deployed in a 
way that the 
intervention 
could 
seamlessly 
transition from 
problem- 
structuring to 
problem- 
solving 
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Although the intervention brought together managers and clinicians, it excluded 
patient representation. Patients, being the ultimate ‘customer’ of health systems, 
need to be involved in the design of health systems. Further, although the PSMs 
offered a relatively non-threatening atmosphere for the key stakeholders to 
surface their mental models and engage in an open debate, the research did not 
take into consideration hidden power-dynamics, if any, between and within the 
key stakeholders that may have influenced their articulation bounded by 
political correctness and individual role-specific organisational guidelines of 
what they could express openly. In other words, coercion was not sufficiently 
considered as part of this intervention. 

 
Deployment of systems methodologies was not easy. Participants struggled 
with concepts like root definitions, conceptual models, assumption surfacing, 
and assumption rating. The complexity introduced by such concepts often 
limited participants’ thinking and expression abilities during the exercises. In 
order to overcome this challenge, an orientation to the approach and concepts 
was given to the participants. Although the orientation did help the participants 
with a prior idea of what was coming, it did not completely make them feel at 
ease with the technical aspects of the methodology. An important learning from 
this experience is that a practitioner does not always have to use technical jargon 
while deploying methodologies. Simple language can be used to involve 
participants and examples from related projects can be shared with them to 
enable them to grasp the new frameworks and concepts they would be working 
with. If time and resources permit, organising a prior training workshop, even 
a short one, can certainly help. It is also to be noted that SAST operates with the 
acceptance of two different kinds of worldviews as ideal types, without giving 
much space to difference of worldviews in-between and beyond (Jackson, 
2000). This may lead to a tendency in the practitioner to lead an intervention 
with a pre-conceived binary solution at the end of the intervention, without 
allowing for a wider scope of ideation and open-endedness in the outcome. This 
sentiment is reflected, to a certain extent, in the fact that there was an implicit 
understanding from the beginning of the intervention that an IS had to be 
developed at the end of the intervention as this was a necessary mandate for 
Ferens PCT. This understanding may have implicitly directed the intervention 
and participants towards a convergence. However, as Jackson (2019) notes, in 
case consensus is not reached, participants can be led back to the prior stage of 
dialectic debate in an iterative manner. 
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This research will benefit by further exploring the methodologies considering 
aspects of coercion and implicit agreements, and how such conditions may 
influence similar interventions. Further, more work needs to be undertaken to 
explore how the complexity of systems methodologies can be simplified for 
people outside the operational research and management science tradition. 
 

Having discussed the benefits and limitations of the research from a 
methodological standpoint, the next section will provide a short note on the 
outcome of the IS intervention itself in the wider scheme of the CfH 
programme. 

 
7.2. Outcome of the intervention 
The intervention can be considered successful from the standpoint of the 
objective it was commissioned for – the creation of a healthcare IS strategy for 
Ferens PCT that could contribute towards the overall implementation of the 
CfH programme. With the findings from the intervention and the normative 
approach to healthcare IS, an action planning session was organised at Ferens 
PCT with key stakeholders from all the directorates of the organisation. The 
parameters covered during the action planning session included aspects around 
the structure, roles and responsibilities, integration efforts, stakeholder 
involvement, impact measurement, and, most importantly, the normative 
approach to healthcare IS that was collaboratively created for Ferens PCT. The 
final report and recommendations were presented to the regional SHA. 

 
However, when it came to the larger CfH programme, it encountered serious 
challenges at the national level due to a range of factors (Chowdhury, 2019b). 
In 2007, Edward Leigh, Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee of the 
British House of Commons had famously claimed: “This is the biggest IT 
project in the world, and it is turning into the biggest disaster.” The CfH 
programme was scrapped in 2013 due to several concerns that included a lack 
of proper project scoping, data security risk, inadequate technology solutions, 
lack of stakeholder engagement, clinical resistance, and mismanagement. 
Reports claimed that at the time of its discontinuation, CfH had already spent 
over three times its estimate (Espiner, 2009). 

 
8 Conclusion 
This paper presented a problem-structuring and problem-solving intervention 
led by the deployment of three systems methodologies – VSM, SSM, and SAST 
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– in the UK NHS. The paper started with an orientation to problem-structuring 
and problem-solving highlighting the relevance of PSMs. This was followed by 
a literature research that established the importance of a healthy relationship 
between managers and clinicians in health systems. The context under 
consideration was introduced that called for the deployment of PSMs to 
overcome differences between two factions of stakeholders to inform the 
collaborative design of a healthcare IS strategy. Following an orientation to 
the methodological choice, a narration was provided on the deployment of the 
methodologies to achieve the project objectives. Openness, participation, and 
flexibility were characteristics noted throughout the intervention, the result of 
which led to what was called a strategic convergence between the key 
stakeholders. Finally, contribution of the research, its limitations, and avenues 
of future research were highlighted. 
 

* At the time when this project was carried out, the SOSM had two levels in the system 
dimension 
– simple and complex. The problem-situation was considered in the complex-pluralist cell 
for the intervention. However, later (Jackson, 2019) the ‘complicated’ level was 
introduced in the system dimension. For this discussion, the problem-situation is 
considered in the complicated-pluralist cell as this is more suited to represent the 
realities discussed. However, this realignment does not or would not have influence(d) 
the intervention." 
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Abstract 
This paper presents the findings of a post-hoc review of a Community OR 
healthcare project. The university-funded project’s purpose was to inquire into 
the effectiveness of cancer support services in the southwest of 
England, focusing on physical activity, health, and well-being interventions 
for those living with cancer. Over 16-months, the project engaged 
cancer patients, healthcare professionals, intervention deliverers, and 
policy collaborators, guided by Castle’s Systems methodology 
Circumstances, Values and Viewpoints, Activities, and Means. These 
system actors co-led the investigation of the interventions for cancer survivors 
and co-created a new referral process and Hub of Practice for cancer 
support services. They intended to double the cancer referral rate from its 
baseline of 10%. While there were notable successes, the system analysis 
by the actors proved challenging to facilitate, so to the operationalisation of 
the Hub of Practice. At different points during the methodology deployment, 
the workshop sessions stalled as the actors could not offer contributions to 
advance the interventions needing the facilitator and project team to 
backfill. We also found activities missing when attempting to operationalise 
the Hub of Practice. These deficiencies prompted the facilitator and the 
project team to action a post-hoc analysis of the project drawing on 
Ulrich’s Critical Systems Heuristics. The outcomes of the post-hoc review 
may be helpful to other systems researchers engaging in Community OR 
health projects. 

Keywords: boundary judgements, Community Operational Research, critical 
systems thinking, healthcare, interventions, methodology, physical activity, 
and system actors. 
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Introduction 

The Community Operational Research healthcare project of interest was the 
inquiry into the effectiveness of cancer support services in the southwest of 
England (Fusion, BU, 2015). Community Operational Research, Community 
OR for short, in the context of this project, was the opportunity to engage those 
living with cancer to help improve their access to physical activity, shortened 
to PA, to enhance their well-being and quality of life. Midgley (2000, p.279) 
defines Community OR as “an intervention in the service of community 
development: working for improvements by dealing with issues that have a 
perceived negative effect on either the whole of, or sections of, local 
communities”. So, the purpose of the university-funded project was twofold. 
Firstly, investigate the effectiveness of the physical activity, health, and well- 
being interventions for those living with cancer in the geographic area of 
interest. Secondly, to help make a case for a hub of practice for such 
interventions. Achieving the purposes and fulfilling the project’s objectives 
meant collaborating with other agencies, such as specialist cancer charities, 
intervention deliverers, and Living Well and Active (LWA). LWA is an 
organisation that recognised the need to co-ordinate the link between cancer 
patients and PA providers by liaising with community healthcare services, 
hospitals, and GP surgeries. Thus, LWA became the key partner of the project 
and assisted in identifying individuals and organisations to inform the project’s 
investigation. 

Policy context 
The motivation to undertake the project came about because of the switch in 
public healthcare and sports policies to include PA promotion. The catalyst 
document was the Chief Medical Officer’s Guidelines (CMO, 2011) and his 
determination to tackle the 28% of the UK population considered inactive 
because of the public health implications of such high levels of inactivity. 
Moving More, Living More (HMG, 2014) references the Chief Medical 
Officer’s concerns when espousing the benefits of PA to avoid the costs of not 
tackling inactivity to the individual and society. The road map that is intended 
specifically address his concerns and the then government’s public healthcare 
policies is the document Everybody Active, Everyday (PHE, 2014) and its 
healthcare objectives of an active society, moving professionals, active 
environments, and moving at scale. 
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Everybody Active Everyday objectives cascaded down for sport in the document 
Sporting Future: A New Strategy for an Active Nation (HMG, 2015), which set 
out the sports and PA policy framework for sports organisations in the UK. 
Sport England, the government, funded quango to lead sport at the introduction, 
participation, and performance levels (Hylton et al. 2001, pp.5-6) responded 
with its document Towards an Active Nation (SE, 2016). Towards an Active 
Nation indicated specific initiatives to encourage people to become more active 
through sport and PA and target groups, such as inactive children. Towards an 
Active Nation also included initiatives for those living with long-term illnesses, 
such as cancer, diabetes, heart conditions, mental health problems, and obesity. 
Everybody Active, Everyday (PHE, 2014) highlights several long-term 
illnesses, such as cancer, as part of the raft of public healthcare changes it calls 
for, which certainly overspilled into the document Cancer Healthcare for the 
Future (NHS, 2015). Cancer Healthcare for the Future promoted the cancer 
survivorship agenda to support people living with cancer, to manage their 
condition, health, and well-being. The purpose of the document A Five Year 
Forward View (NHS, 2016) was to address the perceived gaps in supporting 
patient needs along the cancer care pathway. The document emphasises the 
survivorship agenda and greater involvement of the Third Sector, so patients 
self-manage their follow-up pathway and move away from too many routine 
and unnecessary hospital appointments. Thus, A Five Year Forward View 
focuses on upskilling survivors with the necessary knowledge to conclude their 
treatment and live beyond cancer, including lifestyle-based secondary 
preventions, including PA. 

Against this backdrop of vastly changing policy frameworks for public 
healthcare and sport stimulated the research team’s desire to inquire into the 
effectiveness of the PA interventions for those living with a long-term illness, 
such as cancer. After all, physical activity, health, and well-being promotion has 
been front and centre of public healthcare and sports agendas for 4- years and 
almost as if such promotions will be the new panacea for society’s ills. Focusing 
on PA interventions for those living with cancer meant we were able to define 
the boundary for the system of interest, as follows: 

(A system to co-ordinate) the design and delivery of physical activity 
interventions for cancer patients in the geographical area of interest. This is 
perceived as a subsystem of the Health Service’s lifestyle-based secondary 
preventions system. 
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To inquire into the effectiveness of the PA interventions for those living with 
cancer meant engaging with healthcare professionals, healthcare and sports 
policy people, intervention 
deliverers, and patients. Because of the perceived need to collect quantitative 
and qualitative data from cancer patients, healthcare professionals, intervention 
deliverers, and policy people, the team needed to devise a methodology that 
would address the objective, subjective and radical paradigms of practical 
thought about the life flux of individuals and organisations within the sphere of 
PA. The CVAM approach (Castle, 1998b) appeared to lend itself to the purpose 
of this inquiry. However, in its original form, it lacks a critical systemic 
perspective. It was decided, therefore, to build a fuller, more workable model 
incorporating the dimensions suggested in CVAM. This is depicted in Figure 1 
(A fuller discussion of the authors’ thinking in developing this model will be 
explored in a later paper). So, we recognised that individuals and organisations 
need to systemically inquire about the CVAM imperatives embedded in each 
paradigm to trigger improvement action and restore their life balance. Here, the 
lack of access to PA interventions is a disturbance as it denies cancer patients 
the opportunity to engage in PA to advance their normalisation journey. At 
roughly the same point we selected CVAM, an application for university 
funding was successful; thus, the 16-month project launched in late 2015. 
During this period, the above System’s actors contributed to the investigation 
through patient questionnaires, interviews and workshops with healthcare 
professionals, patients, policy people and intervention deliverers, as guided by 
CVAM (Castle, 1998b). 
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Systemic discoveries and moving towards interventions improvement 

The use of CVAM (Castle, 1998b) in Mode 2, the full deployment of CVAM 
and its methods, proved successful and generated a vast amount of data for the 
System’s actors to attenuate, validate, and guide interventions improvements. 
The operationalisation of CVAM starts with the inquiry into the circumstantial 
forces, the external factors impacting the opportunity situation. Then the values 
and viewpoints of the opportunity and what system actors feel to respond to 
the circumstantial forces. Followed by CVAM’s activities or the systems the 
actors design or redesign to tackle the circumstantial forces. Lastly, CVAM’s 
means or the resources necessary to operationalise the activities to capitalise or 
nullify the circumstantial forces to complete the processes required for system 
improvement. Using CVAM is guided by its Process Framework, which is 
Table 1 illustrates. 
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Table 1, the CVAM Process Framework 

 
The y-axis presents the three paradigms. These address objective, subjective 
and strategic/radical concerns of the opportunity situation as fluxes across time. 
The x-axis summarises the CVAM processes as a sequence of five formal steps, 
which may require systemic loops or returns to earlier stages depending on 
findings of the systemic intervention. These are labelled B-F, and the three 
fluxes 1-3, in the Table. As the CVAM process moves from disturbance to 
improvement activities, users’ variety engaged by the complexity of the 
opportunity situation progressively attenuates. Castle cites the work of Ashby 
(1956) to stress that for any methodology to be able to address complexity, it 
must deploy equal variety. Castle further cites Ashby (1956), who argued that 
all such systemic capture requires attenuation or distilling down if practical 
users engage it. 
 

CVAM’s methods 

For the disturbance stages A-B, users are guided by CVAM-BX, the boundary 
exploration method, to define the system boundary and actors to engage in 
advancing an intervention. The CVAM-STAR method guides systemic 
discovery at stages B-C to elicit the circumstantial forces causing a disturbance 
to an individual’s or organisation’s life. Then, to capture viewpoints from actors 
to tackle the circumstantial forces. System actors also use the Multiple Attribute 
Utility Technique (MAUT) to attenuate and prioritise their viewpoints to 
exploit or nullify the circumstantial forces. The attenuation mechanism here is 
a dedicated procedure crucial to successful attenuation. Castle stresses to users 
that the CVAM attenuation procedure allows the identification of hard 
categories, subjective themes, and power fluxes unique to the opportunity 
situation. 
 

At the validation stage, C-D requires the validation of the attenuated data of B-
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C, which are the emergent plans proposed in response to the opportunity 
situation. Castle deems validation is necessary to prevent completely impractical 
plans emerging from the attenuation procedures. The CVAM-VIVA method is 
the validation process that produces value trees, like the attenuated maps of 
viewpoints, particularly at stage C2. The heuristic procedures for validation 
enable teams to reflect on their emergent plans to avoid gross errors. Castle cites 
Beer (1979, p.199), who has typified this response as an ‘inside and now’ trap. 
By contrast, the challenge situation often demands an ‘outside and then’ 
strategy. As Castle also indicates, this stage of the work is informed by 
considering Ulrich (1993), who argued for social validation by engaging the 
views of those affected. 

Incorporating a social validation stage enables users to address these ideas using 
CVAM- VIVA, especially at positions D2 and D3. Castle then confirms that 
objective models may examine capability, capacity, or flexibility issues at E1. 
At E1 strategic and marketing analysis, users may also employ around the critical 
issues of the emergent plans. However, the subjective analysis continues 
conceptualising means and modelling crucial processes as chains of activities 
at E2. Castle finally points to strategic analysis at E3 that pulls together the hard 
and soft data to explore synergy and power relations patterns. The resolution of 
the strategic validation enables actors to draw many conclusions regarding 
reordering relationships within the strategic flux. Thus, the analysis stage, D-E, 
CVAM-MRAM directs the mapped resolution of activities and means essential 
to operationalising the systems to address the circumstantial forces and relevant 
improvement activities. So, this, together with the hard goals and subjective 
validation, enables the formulation of improvement action at stage F. At stages 
E-F, CVAM- CIRVE also guides improvement action via opportunity and
vulnerability assessment of the new systems to exploit or nullify the
circumstantial forces. CVAM-CIRVE introduces the time dimension by testing
the sensitivity of the systems to future scenarios. Overall, CVAM offers a five-
step framework to direct systemic inquiry into the paradigms of practical
thought and provides five methods to guide such an inquiry. Systemists can use
CVAM in Modes 1, 2 or 3, and a single paradigm can be the focus of an inquiry,
providing the user acknowledges the deceptions of such an approach.

Systemic data capture 
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Here, the actual deployment of CVAM and to initiate the 16-month project, 
semi-structured interviews were conducted with system actors to capture data 
on the circumstantial forces and the organisation of PA interventions for those 
living with cancer in southwest England. Such a start of the project is consistent 
with other Community OR projects, such as those described by Midgley (2000). 
The interviews lasted 6-months, with each discussion an average of 60- 
minutes, and guided by a carefully designed PA interview schedule. We also 
ensured the schedule enabled us to inquire into CVAM’s activities, such as the 
organisation and effectiveness of interventions. CVAM’s means include 
resources to support the cancer pathway and co-ordinate cancer support services 
across the geographic area of interest. Simultaneously to the interviews, we 
collected data from a large sample of LWA’s cancer patients using a Patient 
Activation Measure (PAM) (Hibbard et al. 2014) questionnaire. PAMs captured 
data on attributes, such as background, type of cancer, what stage of treatment, 
how or if referred to the cancer pathway, kind of physical activity, health, and 
well-being intervention, and how they were getting on with their intervention. 
Their level of satisfaction with their intervention as well. Here, invaluable that 
patients with different cancer conditions contributed to the dataset to measure the 
effectiveness of interventions. 

The interviews and questionnaires proved successful, generated multiple 
verbalisations to assess the effectiveness of cancer support services, and 
produced a data-rich backdrop for the CVAM workshops. Table 1 reports the 
System’s actors’ verbalisations, including short descriptors to ease reporting of 
each insight, with the highest priority from the 7-month data collection period 
presented in the Table. 

Analysis 

As an overview of the System’s actors’ verbalisations, it is not uncommon when 
actors consider improvement the imperative for there to be a values and 
viewpoints dominance. Castle (1998b) calls for identifying the CVAM 
dominance because it profoundly affects the system design or redesign. There 
is a values and viewpoints dominance in the dataset as the actors reveal best 
practices and areas for improvement. Their values and viewpoints were 
populated mainly by verbalisations on how to increase access to cancer support 
services and the range of interventions potentially available to cancer patients. 
They seem to call for greater emphasis on the patient and better information on 
the interventions available to patients. They did acknowledge the effectiveness 
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of LWA at promoting interventions and generally leading the delivery of cancer 
support services across the territory of interest. Their consensus was that LWA 
should be the basis for a new hub of practice for the territory’s PA interventions. 
Their insights on the activities confirmed a range of established interventions 
potentially available to patients and the success of many deliverers offering the 
interventions. They stressed the need to co-design interventions with patients to 
satisfy their normalisation needs more effectively and for health and well-being 
interventions, in addition to PA. They pointed to the need for a deeper 
understanding of the survivor journey and embedding mindfulness in the 
programme logic of interventions. Thus, their activities seem to applaud the 
quality of existing interventions and the delivery of interventions, but an 
opportunity to dramatically expand offers to other survivors in the project’s 
area. Surprisingly, their verbalisations against the means seemed more 
concerned if LWA no longer existed or how to resolve the conflicting resources 
demands of contemporary healthcare provision. So, actors were not necessarily 
calling for more resources for activities. Instead, they argued protecting that 
available and expanding into other long-term illnesses, such as diabetes, 
obesity, and mental health. 
 

A further surprise was how much actors understood the implications of the 
circumstantial forces impacting the System’s boundary (p.2), particularly the 
healthcare policy changes and the switch of focus onto the survivorship agenda. 
The boundary we firstly defined drawing on the healthcare policy documents 
and secondly, when deploying CVAM-BX with LWA, the lead organisation for 
cancer referrals at the time of the project and collaborating organisation. Actors 
viewed such healthcare policy changes as the most significant challenge to any 
new cancer referral process because of the uncertainty caused by the changes. 
The low number of cancer patients engaging with the project’s territory 
interventions was a telling statistic. Of the approximate 5,000 cancer survivors, 
less than 500 had engaged the cancer pathway operationalised by LWA to help 
them normalise after their cancer diagnosis and treatment. Thus, there was only 
a 1:10 chance they would be referred to the cancer pathway to assist with their 
rehabilitation. Overall, the actors structured a situation of missed opportunity 
resulting in poor circularity for cancer support services across the territory of 
interest. Drawing on the work of Ulrich (1986), he offered a toolset of 12-
heuristic questions to help inquirers form judgements about boundaries of their 
systems of interest. These are divided into questions about perceptions of the 
current system (What ‘Is’) and perceptions of what an ideal system should be 
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(What ‘OUGHT’). Our interpretation of the challenge situation informed by 
Ulrich’s thinking proved that the IS system was fragmented and reactive instead 
of connected and proactive. 

The IS system 

The clients of the IS system should be those living with cancer across the area of 
interest likely to benefit from PA interventions to help progress their 
normalisation journey. However, because of the disconnect across the IS 
system, too few enjoy the cancer support services provided by LWA. A further 
client of the IS system is the Healthcare Service because they should be working 
with organisations to support patients after their hospital treatment. The 
purpose of the IS system should be to provide PA interventions for cancer 
survivors to assist their rehabilitation in improving their quality of life. PA 
interventions should be for all cancer illnesses and patients living with Stage 1, 
2, or 3 cancer conditions, who are likely to recover. 

Table 2, the prioritised verbalisations of the system’s actors 

The IS system should measure its success by a higher referral rate than 10% of 
cancer patients eligible for the PA interventions, plus the number of patients 
achieving quality of life post- treatment. PA Providers should also report patient 
participation to compare against LWA plans to increase the number of IS 
systems referrals. LWA is the decision taker collaborating with two hospitals, 
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yet many more exist in the IS system and only a handful of the forty-plus GP 
surgeries in the territory. So, LWA, by default, is the decision-maker for the IS 
system, which means LWA is the decision taker for those who should be 
involved in the IS system. All hospitals, surgeries, community healthcare, and 
PA providers would be involved in the system if the conditions were to change, 
even though sixty-four delivery partners were engaging with LWA. 
 
At the environment level, the decision on funding sits with the County 
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) and Public Health (PH) agencies and those 
potentially able to provide additional funding to support but not connected to 
the IS system. As it stands, LWA is also the planner by co-ordinating PA 
provision across the conurbation of interest and has a Strategic Working Group 
(SWG) of healthcare professionals, providers, and local government people to 
advise on delivery, such as the design of interventions. The SWG is the expert 
group that shapes LWA’s policy, and the SWG guarantees the success of the 
IS system. Thus, the 10% who are fortunate to engage in the cancer referral 
process receive excellent services from LWA, as rated by them. In addition, 
patients have representation on the SWG, so they hear the witness’s voice. LWA 
further organises discovery days, which are mini-conferences. All cancer 
patients can attend free of charge, and it is their emancipation opportunity with 
other patients and the panel, including SWG members. Thus, the worldview 
underlying the IS system is LWA’s, with the sole purpose of helping those 
living with cancer to normalise to improve their quality of life after their life-
changing experience. However, to uplift the referral rate to more than 10% needs 
something different. 
 
The OUGHT system 
The actors’ solution to this situation and OUGHT system, again, drawing on the 
work of Ulrich (1986), is their co-designed referral process and Hub of Practice, 
shortened to Hub. Their referral process connects acute, primary, secondary, 
and community healthcare services. The Hub is their one-stop solution for all 
enquiries relating to PA interventions for those living with cancer in the 
conurbation. They reiterated that the Hub is the operations of LWA, plus new 
strategic elements, such as connecting with the CCGs and PH. Fig 2 is the 
OUGHT system as a Map of Functional Relationships. Each ellipse is a system 
in its own right designed by actors in the CVAM workshop document Mapped 
Resolutions, Activities and Means (MRAM) (Castle, 1998b). The clients of the 
improved OUGHT system are the conurbations, cancer patients. Because of the 
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new referral process and Hub, the areas acute, primary, secondary, and 
community healthcare services. The OUGHT system’s purpose is to provide PA 
interventions to almost all of the area’s 5,000 cancer patients because of the new 
joined-up approach to how the referral process offers interventions to patients. 
How the referral process connects to the Health System should reach 90% of 
patients, the 10% being the self-referring patients. The OUGHT system will 
measure success via the referral rate, increase to 20% of eligible patients, and 
report patients who achieve an enhanced quality of life. PA providers will 
improve their monitoring and control of patients who engage with their 
interventions. 
 
The system’s decision taker will be the Hub because of its new strategic 
leadership role and coordination of interventions across the conurbation. Its 
collaboration with strategic healthcare groups, such as CCGs and PH, will 
enhance its leadership. The critical components to be controlled by the Hub 
actors illustrate in Fig 2, with additional conditions and resources of the 
environment via the CCGs and PH as strategic partners. These, along with the 
Hub, operational healthcare professionals, PA providers and health consultants, 
are designers of the improving OUGHT system. The expertise continues with 
the SWG; however, actors call for better representation of healthcare 
professionals and cancer patients. The Hub and its SWG will be the guarantors 
of the system, with better patient data. Actors call for more cancer patients to 
sit on the SWG as witnesses of PA design and delivery and the emancipatory 
opportunity to continue via the discovery days for cancer patients. So, the 
worldview changes from LWA’s to the Hub’s and intends to provide PA 
interventions to more cancer patients across the conurbation. The systemic 
work with the actors was not without its difficulties, however. 
 
 
Reflections on the process of inquiry 
 
The System’s actors viewed the Hub and the referral process as the right 
improvements to uplift the number of cancer patients who would benefit from 
the LWA cancer pathway. Connecting acute cancer care, primary and 
secondary, and community services to the Hub provides a joined-up approach 
to cancer support services. To this point, LWA was only receiving referrals from 
acute cancer care providers; thus, including primary and secondary, and 
community services dramatically increased the likelihood of higher numbers of 
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cancer patients engaging with the pathway. In addition, the Hub’s role of 
recruiting and quality-assuring deliverers, plus generating evidence based on the 
impacts of PA interventions, is a more attractive proposition to the territory 
CCGs. They are potential funders of a proven solution. Undoubtedly, the 
attractiveness of the Hub, referral process and other findings of the project 
informed a successful Active Ageing bid and continuation into men’s cancer 
services provision. The whole system approach also attracted interest from 
research societies, such as the Sichuan Academy of Social Sciences (Evans et 
al. 2018) and an invitation to write a book on cancer support services for the 
international market. So, the project’s findings resonated with both academic 
and practitioner groups. 
 
Theoretical analysis 
We were intrigued by the actors’ conceptualisation of the Hub and undertook a 
comparative theoretical analysis. Here, the Hub as a Centre of Excellence 
provides strategic leadership of the system, governance, new partner 
organisations, Health System networking, policy advice, funding and broker 
service, and relationship management. For the interventions for survivors, 
health and well-being guidance, PA interventions design and review, 
coordination of offers and interventions, mindfulness support, advice of 
normalisation strategies, and the quality assurance of deliverers. The provision 
of information services to patients and stakeholders, including one-stop 
solutions, events and conferences, discovery days, carers and healthcare 
professionals training, digital resources and webpage maintenance. 
Interestingly, Galvez et al. (2019) argue the importance of a Centre of 
Excellence to promote children’s health in a built- up conurbation. Elrod et al. 
(2017), for the delivery of specialised healthcare programmes, capitalising on 
the delivery model and its benefits. However, Elrod et al. also point to a lack of 
knowledge on how to assemble a Centre of Excellence. 
 
Al Khalifa et al. (2018) contest the health benefits of a Centre of Excellence, 
although more for quality of life, food tolerance and eating disorder behaviour, 
and Matthews et al. (2018) to identify ways of controlling medical costs in 
hospitals and their procurement procedures. The need for knowledge 
development and sharing is an argument put forward by Adenfelt et al. (2006) 
for a Centre of Excellence and Anagnoste (2018) to inform process automation 
and tackle low added-value work in organisations. 
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Continuing the theme of processes, Dimipoulou et al. (2018) assert a Centre of 
Excellence to guide the introduction of total quality management and business 
excellence in sports organisations. For O’Leary et al. (2008), to promote 
excellence in project and programme management. Walker et al. (2005) also call 
for a Centre of Excellence to encourage knowledge, wisdom, and networks for 
effective project management, an earlier proposal by Anderson et al. (2000) and 
their call for network embeddedness in larger organisations. The Hub model co- 
produced by the system’s actors does appear consistent with each of these centre 
of excellence positions 

The comparative analysis of the actors’ model against Hub literature was weaker 
because of a lack of sources. However, the actors’ model still proved consistent 
with the two best conceptualisations showcased by Jeyasingham (2017) and 
Berger et al. (2017). Jeyasingham (2017) calls for multiagency safeguarding 
Hubs to provide the right environment for families, social services, and police to 
manage the safety and welfare of children, and Berger et al. (2017) for the setting-
up of Hubs to drive the product and service innovations of organisations. LWA’s 
positive experiences of multiagency working influenced the actors’ design of 
their new Hub. They also recognised LWA’s effectiveness in maintaining 
relationships with collaborators, deliverers, service-us, and LWA’s many service 
innovations, e.g., cancer patient discovery days, which should all be part of their 
Hub. However, while the project findings and comparative analysis results were 
favourable, implementing the Hub and referral process was far from satisfactory 
and started to raise fallacious concerns. 

Regarding the Hub, the CVAM workshop sessions did not address the cultural 
barriers in healthcare organisations and almost negative perceptions of the benefit 
of PA interventions without empirical evidence. In addition, the independent 
governance structures of healthcare organisations, such as GP surgeries, means 
they are likely to prioritise their objectives at the expense of the Hub. 
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Figure 2: A map of systems and relationships 
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A related point here is leadership and its ambiguity and confusion. It proved 
challenging to determine where the leadership function was, who the ultimate 
decision- maker is and whether healthcare organisations allow the Hub to assume 
such a role as PA leader for those living with cancer. Finally, a more disturbing 
omission from the CVAM workshop sessions was how exhausted the 
Healthcare System is. There was also too much resource stretch and 
overreliance on charities. 

The omissions of the referral process were alarming. For the GP consultation 
process to work and allow for an interventions discussion with patients, a strict 
healthcare policy of twenty minutes per patient is in place and funded. To go 
beyond this requires more time and money. The healthcare professionals’ PA 
knowledge were variable and contingent on whether the professional is 
interested in PA. Information overload was an issue on PA opportunities within 
each community without any checks on the quality of such interventions. There 
also seemed to be a preference to refer patients to what existed than asking what 
they preferred to do. At best, then a rudimentary understanding of the patient 
experience and compounded by the limitations of the predetermined 
questionnaire. These oversights were sufficient to prompt us to rethink the 
approach to the project and revisit some of the fundamental decisions around 
the methodology, whom we engaged with and how we engaged the people. From 
our field research diary notes, we were aware that the workshop sessions did 
stall because no contributions were forthcoming from some of the actors and 
required us to backfill the data capture to help complete some of the modelling. 
We opted for a post-hoc analysis of the project for these reasons, even though 
the usual project reviews and end of project reports were approved.  

Post-hoc analysis of the Community OR project 

In opting for a post-hoc analysis of the project, we returned to Ulrich’s (1986) 
12-critically heuristic boundary IS and OUGHT questions to inform our
analysis. By auditing the project against Ulrich’s questions, we hoped to
identify where there might have been a shortfall with our CVAM (Castle,
1998b) systemic intervention. Therefore, the Principal Investigator (PI), Co-
investigator (CI) and the Managing Director of LWA undertook the project’s
audit drawing on all intervention documentation. Table 2 reports the outcomes

10 
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of the IS audit, and Table 3 the outcomes for the OUGHT audit. 

Table 3, the outcomes of the IS system audit 

We evidenced responses to the IS questions from the interviews and the CVAM 
workshops, especially BX, STAR and VIVA. We also recognised that despite 
LWA’s perceived need to support cancer patients, they sat outside mainstream 
healthcare policy. Its focus was more on the design and delivery of PA 
interventions, so more operational than strategic. LWA needs to connect to 
healthcare policy organisations, such as the CCGs, to directly or indirectly 
support its work. 

We found evidence here mainly from the CVAM MRAM and CIRVE 
workshops. It became clear that the modelling deficiency occurred under the 
OUGHT question: what kind of expertise ought to flow into the system’s design? 
While actors offered contributions to uplift the referral process, they struggled 
to specify what strategic functions the Hub should do, building on the successes 
of LWA. It seemed they lacked the knowledge to project the new entity fully. 
We attribute this to their occupational backgrounds, particularly the healthcare 
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professionals whose strategic appreciation was not as strong as they believed. 

Table 4, the outcomes of the OUGHT system audit 

The Hub is a unique output of the project and critical to ensuring the effective 
operation of the actors’ multi-strand cancer referral process. As a Centre of 
Excellence, an entity of best practice, the Hub intends to provide the technical 
support for the referral process and those delivering or about to deliver PA 
interventions to patients. It will advise how to design interventions, review 
interventions, and quality assure new PA deliverers. The Hub will create the 
evidence base of PA interventions to show how patients achieve a quality of 
life post their cancer trauma. The Hub’s knowledge system will also provide 
evidence to support funding bids and be the point of contact for healthcare 
professionals with PA queries. The training and development of carers 
deliverers and healthcare professionals, plus create and share the evidence to 
show what interventions work best for what types of cancers, such as breast 
cancer. It intends to create a database of patient case studies and deliver 
specialist PA seminars and workshops. In addition, the Hub could conduct 
research for charities, such as Macmillan and Cancer Care UK. 

CVAM (Castle, 1998b) achieved the goal of guiding the inquiry, albeit 
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challenging at different intervention points. It was always our intention that 
the staff of LWA would lead the CVAM workshop sessions as the analysts, 
with us facilitating the sessions when necessary. However, even after their 
CVAM training sessions, we had to step in and lead some sessions, particularly 
MRAM and CIRVE. Reflecting on STAR, though, actors found the need to 
evidence their circumstantial forces awkward but generated many library cards 
on what needs to improve the system. Also, the maths associated with MAUT 
to order and prioritise their circumstantial forces proved taxing for some 
actors, with one group almost abandoning the method as they felt it overkill. 
The systems modelling of activities and means proved the most challenging 
workshop we led. It also took several iterations to design models that would 
exploit or nullify the circumstantial forces. The probability calculations for the 
opportunity and vulnerability projections of CIRVE were, again, taxing. 
Otherwise, wherever possible and as suggested by Midgley (2000), we used 
plain English as the language of Systems can be downright confusing. So, we 
substituted terms to describe what they were doing in each session. However, 
the actors’ feedback on their intervention was positive. Some indicated how 
much they had learned, especially the system design and creation of the Hub 
and referral process. 
 
Discussion 
 
The decision to employ CVAM (Castle, 1998b) was because we needed a 
methodology to guide the project’s inquiry of the objective, subjective and 
strategic radical paradigms of practical thought. CVAM offers methods to 
guide inquiry at each step of the CVAM process, including a method for 
boundary exploration, CVAM-BX, to reveal the system boundary of interest 
and which system actors should be involved to advance a systemic 
intervention. The Principal Investigator has extensive experience using 
CVAM in twenty different projects and always found the BX method reliable. 
Here, in effect, the System’s boundary is mapped because we were inquiring 
into lifestyle-based secondary preventions (The Cancer Taskforce, 2015) for 
those with a long-term health condition. Specifically, PA interventions for 
those living with cancer in the Southwest of England. Therefore, we view the 
design and delivery of the PA interventions as the System and a subsystem of 
the Health Service’s lifestyle-based secondary preventions system (The 
Cancer Taskforce, 2015). 
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The key agency in the PA system is LWA. By collaborating with them, we 
elicited the primary and secondary boundary elements, plus what Midgley 
(2000, pp.143-146) refers to as the marginalised elements. After completing 
the boundary mapping exercise, the view of LWA and us was the potential for 
conflict arising from the marginalised elements. We understood the primary 
boundary as the PA system for those living with cancer. LWA purposefully 
sampled from its network to assemble a frame of system actors to advance the 
project, such as cancer patients, physical activity deliverers and healthcare 
professionals. However, the recruitment of others was not an initial 
consideration to inform the project and hence, the secondary boundary. Within 
this boundary was the marginalised elements of other patients, deliverers and 
professionals who probably had viewpoints on improving the existing 
system’s referral process but not in LWA’s network. We recognised that the 
patients and healthcare professionals were sacred (Douglass, 1966) (cited in 
Midgley, 2000, p.143) and the profane deliverers who could potentially help 
improve the referral process. Midgley borrows the terms sacred and profane 
when arguing the existence of an intervention’s secondary boundary and its 
marginalised elements. The elements can lead to conflict, so acknowledging 
the status of the sacred and profane guides which boundary should be the focus 
of decision-making. We eventually reached out to some of the sacred and 
profane that meant the secondary boundary was the focus and reinforcing 
decision-making, which enhanced the project’s triangulation (Silverman, 
2021), further reducing the risk of boundary conflict. Expanding to the 
secondary boundary meant cancer patients and healthcare professionals were 
allowed to express their viewpoints to improve and challenge those with the 
power and control over the system. 
 
With such diverse viewpoints, highly informative interviews revealed the 
fragmented state of the existing referral process when reflecting on Ulrich’s 
(1986) twelve what IS questions. We supplemented the interviews data with 
PAM’s (Hibbard et al. 2014) questionnaire data that helped to confirm what 
was working well and what was not working so well with the existing referral 
process. So, cancer patients of the primary and secondary boundaries either 
participated in the interviews, completed a PAM’s questionnaire, or both, with 
all results shared with the project’s actors. The CVAM guided systemic 
inquiry responded to the quantitative data of the PAM’s questionnaire and the 
qualitative data of the interviews as the system actors completed the CVAM 
methods of STAR, VIVA, MRAM, and CIRVE (Castle, 1998b). These 
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workshops stimulated much debate as deliverers, patients and professionals 
moved to co-produce a new joined-up cancer referral process and Hub and 
what should be the case reflecting on Ulrich’s (1983) twelve OUGHT 
questions visualised in Fig.1, p.10. The MRAM workshop was incredibly 
engaging as the actors co-produced and visualised their cancer referral process 
and Hub models and certainly provided the opportunity to take stock of their 
thinking visually. Bryson et al. (2004, pp.127-145) point to the power of visual 
thinking to lead to further improvements as participants verbally test, modify, 
and validate their models. CVAM-MRAM was the most extensive workshop 
yet the most creative and innovative. At the end of the final CVAM workshop, 
there was a strong consensus that the cancer referral process and the Hub 
provide a better PA interventions system for those living with cancer in the 
conurbation of interest. Actors’ felt the system would increase the percentage 
of those eligible to join the pathway; thus, assisting many more cancer patients 
in progressing their normalisation journey and quality of life. For us, the new 
intervention system offered circularity (Webster, 2016) and is an autopoietic 
system (Maturana et al., 1980). 

The operationalisation of the project’s referral process went very well indeed, 
less so the implementation of the Hub. As indicated above (pp.9-11), several 
minor factors impeded the creation of the Hub and its support for the referral 
process intended from the CVAM workshop sessions. We cross-referenced all 
project elements applying Ulrich’s (1986) IS and OUGHT questions, and we 
eventually pinpointed the deficiency. The project passed quite convincingly 
the audit against the IS questions and all OUGHT questions, except for the 
OUGHT question; what kind of expertise should flow into the system’s design? 
While the Hub needed to be informed by deliverers and patient viewpoints, it 
was the viewpoints of the healthcare professionals that would ultimately shape 
the Hub’s design. The contributions of the healthcare professionals in helping 
to express the current situation and uplift the referral process were invaluable. 
However, designing what the new Hub should do differently to LWA proved 
incomplete and less substantial. It immediately turned our thoughts to actors’ 
boundary judgments and recruitment to help advance the Community OR 
project. 

To reiterate, LWA mostly led the selection process to recruit the healthcare 
professionals and, in doing so, proved the professionals were longstanding 
members and contributors to their network. In addition, the professionals had 
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satisfied the CVAM-BX criteria, and System actors had validated their 
contributions in each of the CVAM workshops. So, we eventually realised the 
issue seemed to be designing the new Hub and what it should do differently to 
LWA in support of the new referral process. Slack et al. (2001, pp.610-613) are 
our analogy here. Slack et al. contest that quality systems will stimulate 
continuous improvement in the operations management function, not 
necessarily breakthrough, which the Hub is, a new innovative solution. It 
seems then that for these types of Community OR projects which intend to 
improve a system that exists and add to the system, we need additional selection 
criteria to test how well potential actors can specify a new entity to support 
such a referral process. 

It was not very reassuring that after publishing the project’s terms of reference 
and delivering the project’s brief in the first CVAM workshop, CVAM-STAR, 
the project did not result in designs that we could fully implement without 
further work. Here, we felt the healthcare professionals’ bounded rationality 
(Simon, 2000) hindered or limited their contributions to the project. Bounded 
rationality is a theory by Simon to explain an individual’s decision-making 
results from their experiences, knowledge, and analysis method. Because of 
their job focus, specialisation, skillsets and ongoing professional development, 
their frame of reference (Shamir and Fox, 1969) were only valid for uplifting 
the intervention system and not necessarily the new entity to support the 
system. Our experiences of this Community OR project have undoubtedly 
shifted our thinking away from boundary judgment to boundary critique 
(Midgley, 2000) by including additional criteria to select healthcare 
professionals. It is our recommendation to other Community OR systems 
researchers. 

Conclusion 

The funded 16-month Community OR project set out to assess the 
effectiveness of PA interventions for those living with cancer and then design 
a new referral process to support more patients on their normalisation journey. 
A Hub was also designed based on LWA’s successes in leading and co-
ordinating interventions across the conurbation of interest. A diverse range of 
cancer patients, deliverers and healthcare professionals were recruited to 
accomplish the project co-led by LWA and guided by CVAM-BX and LWA’s 
network criteria. The recruited System actors’ participated in the semi-
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structured interviews, the CVAM workshops, or both. They eventually co-
produced the referral process and Hub after completing each CVAM workshop, 
including backfilling after some sessions with the inquiry team. Thus, it was 
with some dismay that after facilitating the workshops and observing the 
validation processes of each workshop, the blueprint models were deficient and 
caused us problems when implementing the referral process and Hub, 
particularly the Hub. However, by applying Ulrich’s (1986) IS and OUGHT 
questions to audit the project, we detected the problem and have since included 
additional criteria to assess what contributions healthcare professionals could 
make if participating in a similar Community OR project. 

It is crucial at this policy juncture as lifestyle-based secondary preventions 
(Cancer Task Force, 2015) become further embedded into mainstream 
healthcare policy that often requires new services configurations, not just 
improvement, but radical change. We used the systemic change criteria when 
selecting participants for the Active Ageing (Sport England, 2016) project and 
a recently launched project inquiring about the illness experience of cancer 
patients and their relationships with PA. The problems we experienced were 
in no way catastrophic to the project’s success. However, the number of minor 
implementation issues was unnerving and caused considerable work to rectify. 
While the PI has deployed CVAM successfully in many previous projects, 
reflection suggests that it now needs review. First, boundary judgements could 
be improved by a deeper consideration of power relationships, using an 
approach such as PEArL (Champion and Stowell, 2001). This approach would 
provide support to the switch to virtual methods for engaging participants in 
systemic discovery, e.g., Bongo, Linoit, Microsoft Teams, Padlet, WhatsApp, 
and Zoom. Second, in conjunction with Ulrich’s (1986) critical heuristics, 
teams can then be alert to closer scrutiny regarding Community OR project 
boundary decisions through boundary critique (see Midgley, 2000, pp.152-
156). When dealing with healthcare agencies and design on new delivery 
entities, differences of perspective need to be surfaced. 
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Abstract 
This paper concerns an aspect of current ongoing research on the funding of 
five major UK touring dance companies: English National Ballet; 
Birmingham Royal Ballet; Northern Ballet; Scottish Ballet; and Ballet 
Rambert. There is a need to expand the audiences and thereby the Box Office 
receipts to maintain income following the reduction of government grant 
funding. The period of analysis is 2008 to 2018. Data is from the companies’ 
Annual Reports, and the analysis is quantitative. 

Preliminary investigation has generated a meta-database of financial 
information on funding sources. Possible theoretical bases to structure the 
research are being considered. In addition to theoretical perspectives in 
general use in arts culture management research, the possibility of using 
systems theory will be considered in this paper.  

The dance companies are “non-profit” organizations with mixed funding, a 
major part being a tax generated subsidy to support the government policy of 
making culture available to the community regardless of personal income. 
The other three components of funding are: Philanthropy and 
Sponsorship; Trading; and Box Office income. The government has 
reduced its subsidy significantly over the period of the study, forcing the 
companies to increase their income from other sources to maintain their 
operation. The means by which the income might be increased from 
customers is considered in this paper.  

The method of operation of the companies is described as a 
transformation process with theatres as the means of offering the dance 
program to the public. Innovative means of expanding this method are 
considered, and found to be limited. New methods based on digital technology 
are identified and are making 
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a contribution to building the customer base and generating extra revenue. 
They could provide a lifeline for the dance companies whose operation has been 
seriously damaged by the pandemic. 

Keywords: Systems; UK dance companies; funding. 
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Background and Context 
This “work in progress” paper concerns a current research project at Birkbeck 
College, University of London, which is focussed primarily on a review of the 
effects of the reduction of the government sourced funding of UK’s major 
touring dance companies over the period 2008 to 2018: “Global Financial Crash 
to Brexit”. The dance companies are a sector of the performing arts which is 
primarily theatre based, and which includes drama, opera, dance, and musicals. 
Most theatre shows are produced commercially, but those which are more 
expensive such as classic drama, classical ballet, modern dance, and grand 
opera are regarded as having cultural value which should be available to all 
regardless of income, and receive a subsidy from public funds. Classical ballet 
and grand opera are regarded as the most expensive performing arts [Towse, 
2014]. The performing arts are costly to produce, and require some form of 
subsidy to maintain financial viability [Heilbron & Gray, 2001], [Heilbron, 
2010]. In England this is provided by the Arts Council of England (ACE) and 
in Scotland by the Scottish Government. The principle involved is one of 
“welfare economics” where any public need not supplied by the market receives 
support from tax generated funds [Towse, 2014]. The Arts Councils operate the 
distribution by what is known as an “arm’s length policy”, intended to be 
independent of political influence, but some writers dispute whether the Arts 
Councils are truly politically independent [Brighton, 2006]. The five major 
dance companies in the study are four classical ballet companies: English 
National Ballet; Birmingham Royal Ballet; Northern Ballet; and Scottish Ballet. 
The fifth company is Ballet Rambert, a modern dance company. Each company 
has its own headquarters and training facilities, two in London, two in the 
English provinces, and one in Scotland. All tour their productions, but none 
own the theatres in which they appear. The dance companies are “non-profit” 
organizations registered as charities, and operate in a “mixed market”, 
competing with commercial and other subsidised shows. Financial and 
operational data for the study is obtained from annual company reports 
[Companies House, 2021], and the base data and the analysis of it is 
quantitative. 

Preliminary results of the study indicate that all the companies operate on mixed 
funding, and that they all have the same four principal sources of revenue: Box 
Office income; Grants (from ACE or the Scottish Government, and some from 
local government); Donations (sponsorship and philanthropy); and Trading (use 
of the physical and intellectual assets of the company to generate income). Over 
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the period of study, (2008 to 2018), the Grants income has consistently fallen 
in real terms (when corrected for the effects of inflation), but company 
managements have been able generally to maintain their real gross income, and 
in some cases to increase it by expanding the income from sources other than 
Grants of public money. The extent to which the management can control or 
even influence the income varies. The control of Sponsorship and Philanthropy 
is primarily with the donor, though the dance companies seek such funding, and 
employ teams of professional fundraisers to good effect. Trading activity is 
controlled by the management, and some companies operate separate trading 
companies to perform this function. The money taken at the Box Office is the 
income stream over which the dance company top management, both artistic 
and commercial, has the most influence, for good or ill.  

A brief summary below gives an indication of the money numbers involved, 
both the overall sums, and the changes in the proportion of income from 2008 
to 2018, grouped as the sources of income “earned” and “unearned”. The size 
of the companies in terms of the numbers of dancers employed is also indicated, 
with the number of performances given in the decade 2008 to 2018 and the total 
audience over the same period. 

Table 1 Company Size and Output 

Companies 
English 
National 

Ballet 

Birmingham 
Royal 
Ballet 

Northern 
Ballet 

Scottish 
Ballet 

Ballet 
Rambert 

Dancers  
(Decade mean) 

62 56 45 40 20 

Performances 
(Decade Total) 

 1,623* 1,495 1519 966 Not 
available 

Audiences  
(Decade Total) 

 2,329k* 1,532k 1,189k 847k Not 
available 

*Data incomplete, includes estimates

Table 2 Decade total income and costs summaries 
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Companies 
English 
National 

Ballet 

Birmingham 
Royal 
Ballet 

Northern 
Ballet 

Scottish 
Ballet 

Ballet 
Rambert 

Income/Expenditure 
(£m)   

147 136 74 70 34 

Note:  For a “non-profit” organization, it is assumed that income will balance expenditure in 
the very short term. 

Table 3 Proportion of income from four sources (£m) 2008 & 2018 

Source 2008-09 2017-18 

Unearned Income: 

Grants 
(ACE or Scottish Government, local 

government, etc.) 

27.168 (65.8%) 25.257 (47.4%) 

Donations 0.697 (1.7%)  5.696 (10.7%) 

Unearned income subtotal 27.865 (67.5%) 30.953 (58.1%) 

Earned Income: 

Box Office 10.279 (24.9%) 18.444 (34.6%) 

Trading 3.130 (7.6%) 3.903 (7.3%) 

Earned income subtotal 13.409 (32.5%) 22.347 (41.9%) 

Total Income:  41.274  53.300  

(Inflation factor 2009 to 2018 = 1. 318. Total 2017/8 income value, 2008/9 basis = £54.4m) 

Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to explain the current funding of the dance 
companies; the mechanism of development and production of their 
performances; to examine the traditional means by which the performances are 
presented to the audience; and to assess the limitations of this process. An 
analysis will then be presented on how the new technologies of the digital age 
might solve the limitations and add new income streams to this performing arts 
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operation. Some theoretical concepts will be considered where they appear 
helpful, and in particular, the use of systems theory will be considered in order 
to develop a theoretical structure for the ongoing investigation. 

Production of a Dance Performance 

The same broad principles apply to the process of development of a new dance 
work as to that of any new product or service. An objective is defined, resources 
are acquired which are then subject to work which transforms them into a new 
form, which is transferred to hopefully satisfied customers. The performance 
may be regarded as a product, since it involves scenery, costumes, music and 
dancers, but it can also be regarded as a service which provides the customer, 
the audience member, with entertainment. The resources involved in the 
development of a new dance work include choreography and lighting (always); 
music, newly composed, arranged from existing scores, or a complete existing 
score (very frequently); scenery and costumes (frequently); a plot (sometimes); 
speech or a sound collage (occasionally), and silence (very rarely). All these 
require the time of individuals with expertise and talent, and the resource of 
money for salaries, fees and costs. This is the standard transformation process 
model quoted in Systems Science and Operation Management texts [Slack et al 
2001]. Input resources are followed by a transformation process which 
produces products or services for transfer to customers. For a new dance work, 
the process is highly creative and involves much rehearsal and expenditure of 
time. For the revival of an existing piece, less rehearsal is needed, but this will 
depend on the time elapsed since the piece was last performed, the availability 
of dancers who are familiar with the steps, etc. 

Staying with the transformation process model for the moment, the process 
from a creative concept to presentation to an audience must be an integrated 
system [Reavill 2000].  The performance comes with a cost, which must be 
recovered from the income of the dance company. For a commercial dance 
performance, the majority of this expenditure must be recovered from the 
customers, the audience who buy tickets at the Box Office. For the “non -profit” 
dance company, the Box Office income is but a part of the incoming financial 
resources, but the Grants supplied by the ACE come with expectation of high 
quality performances, innovation or demonstration of cultural heritage value, 
and particularly an ability to attract an adequate audience. The requirements of 
sponsors and philanthropists generally follow those of the Grant awarding 
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bodies. The Box Office income is critically dependent on the attractiveness of 
the production, as is the case with the marketing of any goods or services.  

There is also a need for the production to be well regarded or considered 
successful, and for the dance company to be able to give many performances of 
the work. There appears to be no formal method of depreciation of an 
investment in a dance production as there is with the expenditure by commercial 
companies on physical assets. However, investment in a long-lasting 
production of a popular work is always helpful to a dance company’s finances. 
Birmingham Royal Ballet invested in an excellent but very expensive 
production of The Nutcracker in the late 1990s, and is currently (2021) raising 
money to refurbish it. The investment could well have repaid its original 
expenditure many times over. Even so, the quality of the production is not the 
most critical factor, the popularity with the potential audience. It is important 
to remember that a touring dance company is providing entertainment, [Reavill 
2000] and is doing so in a mixed commercial/subsidised market. It is therefore 
competing with other theatre based entertainments, and indeed other 
amusements which might be on offer to the potential customer. Means of 
assessing public preferences are not easily developed, though some recent work 
on “referendum voting” has been reported [Hofer 2019]. Dance company 
marketers appear to rely on past results, sales of similar ballets, and general 
experience.  

The construction of a dance company’s repertory for a season requires great 
skill and understanding of the company’s capabilities and its market; the 
customer’s preferences; and the offerings of the immediate competition, such 
as musicals. Popular full evening three or four act classic ballets such as 
Sleeping Beauty and Swan Lake need to be mixed with more modern popular 
works such as Romeo and Juliet to generate full theatres. Performances of The 
Nutcracker at Christmas attract large family audiences, and are known to keep 
many dance companies solvent for the rest of the year [Acosta, 2007]. Some 
new works are also required, not just to keep funders happy, but to maintain the 
interest of the regular audience, and to provide the essential innovation required 
by any art form. Many, perhaps most, of the new works may be ephemeral. A 
few ballets will be masterpieces and provide popular works for years to come. 
The exercise is very much a balancing act. Hytner [2017] describes the process 
of creating a season’s program of drama for the National Theatre in just those 
terms, and Wright & Arrowsmith [2018] confirm that this is analogous to 
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Wright’s work of setting the annual repertory as Director of Birmingham Royal 
Ballet. 

 
The Economics of the Delivery of Performance Art 
In the spectrum of research concerning performance arts culture, this research 
project lies on the cusp between cultural economics [Towse 2010] and 
commercial entertainment provision. Subsidised cultural performances are 
delivered to the customers in a competitive market environment. The classical 
economic theories of supply, demand and price apply in the specialised area of 
cultural economics theory. Dance company managers need to be aware not only 
of the attractiveness of their offering in the market, but also the level and 
spectrum of ticket prices. The standard policy of pricing goods and services in 
the market is to aim for the highest price compatible with maximising sales. For 
a theatre performance, there will be a range of ticket prices related to the 
attractiveness of the seat chosen. Those with the best view, for example nearer 
to the stage, tend to be charged at a higher price. Awareness of the spending 
capability of the range of audience members desired will be an element of the 
expertise of the local management of the theatres to which the company tours. 
Higher prices might generate more income per customer, but can lower the 
number of tickets sold and thereby the total income, as is the case with all goods 
and services.  

There will be an optimum level of price, but the capacity of the theatre provides 
an additional constraint. If a large potential audience is available, a theatre of 
larger seating capacity provides an attractive option. Larger theatres, unless 
well designed, may achieve high capacity by seating more audience members 
further from the stage and with a poorer view of the performance. Only theatres 
with a wide stage and proscenium arch can provide more seats with a good view 
near the stage, and this is not often available in theatres of the Victorian era 
which usually have a horse-shoe shaped design providing less than optimal 
visibility. 

 
 
Delivery to the Audience 
The traditional method of delivery of a created dance work to an audience uses 
a theatre. This remains the most popular and most frequently used method, but 
it is not without its limitations. Those experienced in production operations 
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would recognise this as a batch process. In industry, production can be either 
batch or continuous: the baking of bread is generally a batch process, oil 
refining is continuous. Passengers travel to and from the surface entrance to 
underground railway stations either by lift (batch) or by escalator (continuous). 
The throughput of a continuous process is limited by the speed and volume 
capacity of the transfer mechanism and that of a batch process by the capacity 
of the container and the frequency of its use. For both processes limitations are 
finite. 

So it is with theatres. For example, the largest theatre in London’s West End is 
the Coliseum in St. Martin’s Lane, which has a capacity of 2,359. Opposite is 
the Duke of York’s Theatre, which has a capacity of 640. The Coliseum, owned 
by English National Opera, is designated a “non-commercial theatre” and is 
used for opera and ballet performances. The Duke of York’s Theatre, like 
almost all London’s West End commercial theatres, is a “receiving house”, and 
is used mainly for drama. Currently, the frequency of use of theatres is generally 
six or seven performances per week maximum, with evening performances 
Monday to Saturday and possible matinee performances, one mid-week 
Wednesday or Thursday, and another on Saturday. There have been some 
experiments with scheduling Sunday performances, abandoning Monday which 
is usually a poor day for theatre-going, but this has not proved popular. In the 
Edwardian period, the Coliseum was a variety theatre, and gave two evening 
performances, a total of twelve per week. This was only possible as variety 
shows had a number of separate “acts”: singers; dancers; jugglers; comedians; 
conjurers; etc. This was only practical with performance duration of about an 
hour and a half. It has fallen into disuse with the death of variety shows, and is 
impractical for dance performances of two-and-a-half to three hours duration. 
They could not be fitted into the evening “window” of audience availability, 
even if the dancers could cope with such an exhausting schedule. 

Finding an audience 
A theatre is the current standard vessel for the delivery of dance performances. 
Touring dance companies hire the theatres in which they appear, both in London 
and major provincial towns and cities. The touring companies have seasons in 
London, particularly the two largest companies, the English National Ballet and 
Birmingham Royal Ballet, as part of their touring program. As the stage 
facilities of these “receiving houses” are quite variable, the physical aspects of 
the productions, scenery, lighting, etc., have to be flexible.  
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Only in London is the audience for classical ballet sufficient to support semi-
continuous availability, and this is largely supplied by the Royal Ballet, the 
UK’s largest and most prestigious classical ballet company. This “flagship” 
company has international standing with other world ranking companies such 
as the New York City Ballet, the Paris Opera Ballet and the Bolshoi Ballet in 
Russia. Like those companies it has a role in representing national standards of 
performing arts culture. It contributes to cultural tourism, and has a diplomatic 
role with occasional international tours, but does not tour in the UK.  

It is not always possible for would-be audience members to travel to locations 
where dance performances are available, so the companies take their 
performances to centres where audiences can be generated in sufficient 
numbers to support a program of performances. This is generally no more than 
a week in each town or city, though some locations are visited more than once 
in a year. Some longer seasons are possible, for example English National 
Ballet give performances in London in the summer and around Christmas, and 
Birmingham Royal Ballet perform regularly in Birmingham, and also in 
London at Christmas. Both have short seasons at Sadler’s Wells Theatre. 
Maximising the exposure of the companies, and their ability to bring top quality 
dance to as much of the UK as possible, fulfils the funder’s policy, and is also 
a way to maintain or increase income. A limitation is the availability of suitable 
theatres to accommodate the companies’ productions. 

Dance company managements have been creative in addressing their need to 
increase Box Office income. For example, if an audience is available but venues 
of sufficient size are not, one solution is to adapt a popular show to fit a larger 
venue. For some years, English National Ballet has performed adaptations of 
some of their popular works for presentation “in the round” in the arena of 
London’s Royal Albert Hall in late summer.  This 6,000 seat Concert Hall has 
a large arena which in the past has been used for tennis tournaments and other 
large-scale events. The dance company is expanded with extra dancers to fill 
the space This was successful, but a similar experiment in which Birmingham 
Royal Ballet took a slightly modified version of their Nutcracker to the 20,000 
seat O2 Arena was less successful. A more modified version has been shown 
recently for short Christmas seasons at the Royal Albert Hall, using a temporary 
thrust stage built on part of the arena. This indicated that if it was not possible 
to adapt the show to the venue, and impossible to adapt the venue 
fundamentally, a partial adaptation of both might work satisfactorily. 
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Another innovative method of dealing with venue constraints is to go smaller, 
rather than larger. Many of the productions of Birmingham Royal Ballet can 
only be accommodated in the larger provincial theatres. Smaller theatres in 
other towns could accept some of the company’s ballets, particularly their short 
one-act ballets which are usually presented in groups of three contrasting works 
as “triple bills”. Though described rather scathingly by one writer as “three 
short ballets and two long intervals”, these programs can be quite popular. The 
company operates a double “split tour” annually to eight additional towns with 
small theatres. These use two teams of half the dancers and support staff of the 
company. This works well as the one-act ballets suit smaller theatres and require 
fewer dancers. Another innovation is the performances aimed at a special 
audience, such as those for children by English National Ballet, Birmingham 
Royal Ballet, and Northern Ballet. With a duration of about one hour, and 
specially developed to introduce children to ballet, they are popular with the 
youngsters, and give some relaxation to their hard-pressed parents. Simple in 
concept, they are easily mounted in quite modest spaces, and can be toured 
widely. 

It is evident that there are innovative ways of reaching more customers using 
the traditional theatre as a transfer vessel, or an adaptation of another similar 
venue, or the development of different but related performances. However, that 
appears to be as far as the traditional transfer method can be developed, and 
there is a need, supported by cultural economic theory, [Baumol and Bowen, 
1966], [Towse, 2020], to continue to expand the income of the dance companies 
to counter cost increases. Widely dispersed but culturally underserved rural 
communities also deserve culture [Gallagher, 2021]. There are innovations 
based on new digital technology which could achieve this, and add to the other 
major limiting factor for expansion, the availability of customers. 

Innovations Based on Technology 
Relevant technologies of the digital age include some which are well 
established, such as recordings of opera and ballet. They have been available in 
theatre shops, music stores and other outlets for many years. Occasional 
presentations on television are well established, and more recently live 
performances have been “relayed” to cinemas and screened for a fee. 
Recordings of such screenings may be repeated as “encores'' if the demand for 
tickets exceeds the availability of seats in the cinema. This works well, as 
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although only a few towns have theatres capable of hosting the performing arts, 
most, however small, have at least one cinema. A very recent development, 
much encouraged by the extended problems encountered by the dance 
companies and theatres during the pandemic, is the “streaming” of 
performances directly to customer’s television sets for fixed periods of time, for 
a fee, or even free with a request for a donation. This has probably provided a 
lifeline to many performing arts organizations dealing with the extraordinary 
problems created by the pandemic, both financial and personal. 

Of course, these means of viewing dance performances on-line do not give the 
full pleasure to be obtained from the live performances available to those who 
can attend one. The relays of live performances are the next best thing to the 
live performance, although it is impossible to replicate the atmosphere of a live 
theatre performance. However, the performing arts can now reach rural areas, 
and the new technologies have added a significant part of the UK population 
who are unable to visit a theatre or a cinema, to the ranks of potential audience 
members. Very few people now lack a television set, and the cost of 
experiencing an example of a performance in this way could be well below that 
of attending a show in a theatre. Also, the sale of these sessions adds another 
income stream to help the companies maintain their operation. 

Improving Productivity 
A particular problem for the performing arts is that their operation is highly 
labour intensive. Their inability to keep pace with improvements in wages and 
salaries generated by improvements in the productivity of the general economy 
causes the cost of production of performance arts such as dance to rise 
inexorably. This was established more than fifty years ago by Baumol and 
Bowen, entitled “The Economic Dilemma”, but is now generally known as 
“Baumol’s Cost Disease” [Baumol & Bowen, 1966]. This has remained a pillar 
of cultural economic theory [Towse, 2010]. The fundamental problem is that 
the creation and development of a dance production, and the means by which it 
is delivered to the audience, is highly labour intensive, and it is rarely possible 
to increase productivity by means of mechanization, automation, and 
computerization. 

Essentially, productivity can be measured by the ability of the work of the 
production team to generate products, and from this income from the customer. 
The dance companies’ production and delivery methods detailed earlier 
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indicate that significant productivity improvements can only be generated by 
increasing the number of customers rather than reducing the cost of production 
by making it more efficient. The major improvements in productivity generated 
by the Industrial Revolution, and more recently by the use of computers and 
automation are only very marginally applicable to the dance company 
operation. Some minor improvements have been made with more efficient 
information systems, computer controlled lighting, and mechanical computer-
controlled scenery movement in a few theatres with cutting edge technology, 
but this is yet to reach most venues of tour theatres in the UK. A study of the 
general technical efficiency of municipal theatres in Warsaw [Fernandez-
Blanco, et al 2019] suggests that some minor improvements are possible, and 
confirm the findings of other investigators of the continuing negative effects of 
Baumol’s Cost Disease, and the positive effect on efficiency of public subsidies. 

Unless growing affluence achieved by audience members were to allow a 
general increase in ticket prices, or more improvements are made in the income 
from philanthropic and sponsorship sources, or more money is generated by 
improvements in trading, (or a combination of all of these), the only option to 
keep pace with the cost inflation of production is to increase the number of 
customers who witness and pay for each performance. So, a treatment for 
Baumol’s Cost Disease, which still influences the operation of the performing 
arts, is to expand the customer base.  

Use of Systems Theory 
It is a little surprising that the use of systems theory is not often encountered in 
arts culture research literature. A particular strength of systems science is its 
ability to generate understanding of complexity [Flood and Carson 1988], and 
the operation of touring dance companies is a highly complex activity. A recent 
paper by Jung and Vakharia [2019] applies Open Systems Theory to arts and 
culture organizations, and it is clear that dance companies when viewed as 
systems are, like other performing arts organizations, much influenced by 
forces outside the system boundary. 

Despite the value of applying systems theory in organizational studies, there is 
little more than case-based examples in the arts and cultural sector, as discussed 
earlier. Studying systems theory-based approaches in arts and cultural 
organizations … provides a new way of assessing how an organizational 
structure impacts internal and external performance measures. This opens up 
many pathways for research and practice.[2019, p.267] 
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There are a number of Systems methods, tools and techniques that may be 
useful when examining performing arts organizations. These include the Viable 
Systems Model [Beer 1985], if a check is needed on the governance of the 
organization under review; or System Dynamics [Forester 1958] [Jackson 
2003] to check the way the complex components of the system interact with 
one another. 

However, the theory which appears most relevant to this area of research is Soft 
Systems Theory, which provides a method of generating understanding of very 
complex issues, particularly those involving human activity and interaction, and 
differences of perception.  The operation of non-profit organizations tends to 
be more complex than normal commercial organizations, and when those 
organizations also have multiple income sources, the complexity increases 
significantly. The providers of the various income streams also have influence 
over the activities of the organization, so there is an increase in the number of 
stakeholders with an interest in its activities. This suggests that Stakeholder 
Theory [Freeman, 1984] will also be relevant. However, the “best fit” theory is 
Soft Systems Theory, particularly as there is a very high level of human 
involvement in the activities of the dance companies.  

The Systems technique which is most appropriate is the CATWOE model of 
Peter Checkland [Checkland 1981], part of Checkland’s Soft Systems 
Methodology (SSM).This maps the dance company operations closely and is 
particularly helpful for gaining an understanding of how the creative element 
of the development process works. It is not intended, (at least at this stage of 
the investigation), to use the full SSM, but to use the CATWOE model as a 
means of structuring the analysis. A recent report [van Wyk, 2019] follows a 
similar approach applied in a totally different area, and focuses on 
environmental constraints; key relationships; control and capacities. Open 
University academics [Martin & Bell, 2000] have adopted the CATWOE model 
as a technique for defining the system for problem solving in a situation with 
multiple issues and a plurality of stakeholders as part of a MBA course on 
Creativity, Management and Change. While this extracts part of his 
methodology from its embedded role, Peter Checkland has stated privately that 
this is legitimate, see footnote below1.In view of the extended number of 

1In 1997 Peter Checkland gave a talk to the final year students on the Management and 
Systems [M&S] BSc course in the Systems Science Department at City University. I 
discussed with him the use of CATWOE as an independent technique on the OU B822 MBA. 
Some of the techniques of the B822 course were common to a final year M&S module called 
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stakeholders involved in this activity of non-profit organizations, Stakeholder 
Theory [Freeman 1984] is also relevant. It has been used in practice by 
Varasovszky and Brugha [2000]. However, I feel that CATWOE provides a 
“best fit” for this investigation. 

As discussed earlier, there are many elements of resource in the development 
of a new dance work, and this process involves a sequence of Transformations, 
the T for Transformation in the CATWOE model. There are three main stages 
of transformation in the overall transformation process: firstly the creative 
process which generates the concept of the new work and its development to 
the state where it is well enough formed to be presented to an audience; the 
presentation to an audience as a show or part of a show, a transfer process 
usually employing a theatre as the transfer vessel; and the development of an 
audience of sufficient size and continuing availability to make it an economical 
repertory item which could be revived and become part of the company’s 
ongoing programs, and eventually perhaps a part of their “back catalogue”.  

This process of creation of a ballet is the product of the work of a large number 
of people: choreographers, artists, dancers and technicians, termed Actors by 
Checkland. This is the A in the CATWOE model, and the actors are not actors 
in a theatrical sense, even though the performing art might be a drama, but refers 
to those who carry out the activities of the system.  Their contribution to the 
process is quite fundamental to its success. 

The O in the CATWOE model stands for the Owner of the system, and this role 
is defined as those who have sufficient formal power to stop the system existing 
if they so wished. The multi-funded situation of this enterprise suggests a team 
of influential people who, while not individually able to stop the enterprise, at 
least have the power to inflict serious damage to it if they were to withdraw 
their support. The reduction of grant funding detailed earlier was significant, 
and could have seriously reduced the capability of the dance companies to 
mount new productions and maintain performance standards had they not been 
able to attract additional funding from other sources to compensate for the 
reduction in grant funding. Probably the most influential of the leaders of the 
funders is the Grant provider, the ACE or the Scottish Government. It is 

Management Problem Solving [MaPS]. I was interested to know his view of the use of the 
technique independently of the rest of SSM. He said he was happy that any part of SSM was 
used. 
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probable that if such providers were to withdraw from funding the four English 
companies, or the Scottish Government that of the Scottish Ballet, most of the 
Philanthropic support would dwindle, and Sponsorship would also rapidly 
decline. As this constitutes a major part of the funding of dance companies, it 
could terminate their existence. So the creation of the early Arts Council 
organization in the mid-1900s under the leadership of John Maynard Keynes 
[Donaldson, 1988] could indicate the starting point for the ownership of 
subsidised national performing arts organizations. 

Customers are the C in the CATWOE model, and I hope the comments made 
earlier have demonstrated strongly their current importance and the need to 
increase their number. The model defines “the customers of the system” as 
those who are at the receiving end of whatever it is that the system does, either 
its beneficiaries or its victims. One would hope that in the case of a dance 
performance the customers would be beneficiaries, as they are most likely to be 
present voluntarily.  

W in CATWOE represents Weltanschauung, or “world view” and perhaps 
requires some explanation. The relevance of a particular system usually rests 
upon the wider system of values and beliefs of which it is part. Weltanschauung 
reflects individual values, convictions and attitudes. The policies of the ACE 
appear to be geared to an interpretation of either public and government values, 
or a compromise between them. The W may be implicit, and in this case it 
represents the belief of the government that arts culture is “a good thing”, and 
needs to be available for the population regardless of income, or even location 
[Gallagher 2021]. Providing classical dance is more costly than can be afforded 
by those with low incomes, so cannot be supplied by the market and justifies 
subsidy from public funds. It is a component of welfare economics, [Towse, 
2014] together with education, a National Health Service, defence, etc. For the 
work of these dance companies, the government provides a subsidy to bring the 
cost down to a level which it assumes most people who are interested in this 
particular art form are able to afford. This could be considered an example of 
“espoused theory” [Argyris & Schon, 1974] as the application of limited 
subsidy is challenged by critics who quote examples such as the top seat prices 
for performances of the Royal Opera at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, 
(£250 in 2022), and argue that the subsidy enables the rich to attend more 
cheaply, but that the poor still cannot afford to do so [Towse, 2020]. The same 
policy of subsidy is applied to art galleries and museums, perhaps more 
generously as access is often free. Many non-artistic facilities which are 
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considered desirable, such as parks, sports facilities and children’s playgrounds, 
are also free due to support from public funds. The philanthropic donors and 
sponsors also seem to share the view that the art form has value, and is therefore 
deserving of their support. 

Finally, the E in CATWOE considers the Environmental constraints. These can 
include financial constraints, regulations, resource limitations, limits set by 
terms of reference and ethical requirements, and perhaps other obstructions. 
The most significant of these for the dance companies are the financial 
resources which include the availability of sufficient money to maintain a high 
standard of production; artists, particular dancers, to provide a high standard of 
performance; and of course, customers to form an audience.  

Other theories under consideration include Resource Dependence Theory 
[Forester 1958] as initial observation of current management approaches 
indicates that a policy of “cutting coats according to the quantity of cloth” is 
generally adopted. The companies set their budgets according to their 
anticipated income, including knowledge of the value of Grants, estimates of 
Trading profits, and hopeful anticipation of Donations. Running costs can be 
estimated with reasonable accuracy, but expected Box Office receipts are more 
difficult, and will depend on the choice of repertory and its popularity with the 
audience. The money left to spend on new productions will be constrained, and 
the chosen repertory will be limited more by fiscal realities than artistic ideals 
[Arrowsmith, 2019] [Bintley, 2017]. 

Stakeholder Theory is also helpful, and is consistent with the product of the 
CATWOE model. The use of a Rich Picture could also be helpful. A broad 
policy of considering a plurality of theoretical approaches appears consistent 
with the need to examine a very complex operation from a number of theoretical 
perspectives.   

Discussion 
It appears that CATWOE is a useful systemic tool to analyse the operation of 
the UK’s five major touring dance companies as all six of the key components 
defined by Checkland can immediately be identified. While this extracts part of 
his methodology from its embedded role, Peter Checkland was quite happy for 
parts of his methodology to be used independently [Checkland, 1997], and 
Sobreperez and Ferneley [2009] also used CATWOE for their analysis of 
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stories. With the issue identified as a system, a further analysis by systemic 
methods would be possible. This was not the original intention of this research, 
but Open Systems and SSM are now incorporated in the review of relevant 
theory, and may lead to the use of other systems-based techniques as the 
research progresses.  

In addition to Systems theory, Stakeholder Theory [Freeman, 1984] provides 
insight into the behaviour of the dance companies, particularly in the area of 
mixed funding. Full details of the stakeholder analysis are beyond the scope of 
this paper. However a preliminary trawl identified a large number of 
stakeholders (more than 40 and counting) as could be expected with an 
operation involving multiple funding, a plurality of funders including 
philanthropists, sponsors, grant providers, and audiences, (all with a wide range 
of objectives), company managers (with a mix of stakeholders with varied and 
sometimes conflicting needs, to be placated rather than satisfied), even before 
considering the commercial stakeholders involved in the operation of marketing 
shows in a mixed market. The way the trawl expanded made me aware that a 
systems approach would be compatible, providing both better focus and 
potentially useful analytical extensions if required. CATWOE then provided a 
means of encapsulating a very diverse system. 

This is another thread of the current research project, and the influence and 
objectives of the various contributors to funding are being assessed. The effects 
on operating costs of high labour intensity and low labour productivity as 
identified by Baumol’s hypothesis also generates problems for dance 
companies, though this issue appears to be rather more complex than Baumol 
and Bowen indicate. Examination of the escalation of dance production costs is 
another strand of the overall research project which is ongoing. Resource 
Dependency Theory [Forester 1958] has been observed as the basis of an early 
examination of management decision making, and will be investigated further 
when it is possible to arrange interviews with the practitioners.  

The initial results from the construction of funding meta-databases for the dance 
companies show an apparent deviation from the levels expected from Baumol’s 
“Cost Disease” hypothesis. Resource Dependency Theory [RDT] offers a 
possible explanation, particularly as it is clearly the “theory in use” by the 
companies’ management. The dance companies’ programming is heavily 
dependent on income, and Box Office income is dependent on programming. 
This tends to dominate their actions.  
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It was expected that once the pandemic had been resolved, it would be possible 
to proceed with planned structured interviews with practitioners. It is 
anticipated that this would provide scope for further research and possible 
future papers. It has not yet been possible to do this because the dancers and 
their direct management remained in semi-lockdown after pandemic related 
regulations had been eased and most UK activity has returned to some form of 
normality. However, at present (March 2022) one company still has problems 
with Covid19 infections and has had to cancel some performances.  

The damaging effects of the pandemic on the operation of the dance companies 
is even more serious than for most other performing arts organizations, as the 
limited ability to practise and keep in training, and the almost total inability to 
perform, are very damaging for a dancer. Dance company managements prior 
to the pandemic were considering ways by which funding could be maintained 
despite significant lowering of Grants. These included enhancement of the other 
three main income streams, and specifically finding innovative ways of 
expanding the customer base with specialist focussed performances, and 
adapting productions for new larger venues, as presented earlier. Attention was 
also given to generating income by using new digital based techniques to find 
means of reaching new audiences. The techniques were available and found 
early exploitation prior to the pandemic. They can now be regarded as a possible 
lifeline to allow dance companies to recover when the pandemic is resolved. 

Reflections 
The use of a Systems approach as a theoretical basis for the investigation into 
the funding of the five largest UK touring dance companies appears to be 
valuable and have significant potential. The five dance companies can be 
viewed as open systems, considering their non-profit status and the plurality of 
funding by bodies external to their operational system. Checkland’s CATWOE 
model has been particularly helpful in generating understanding of the system 
and its key components. Stakeholder Theory has also provided insights, as has 
Baumol and Bowen’s “Economic Dilemma” for the problems caused by 
operating costs inflation in a performing art with low productivity caused by 
labour-intensive processes. The apparent adoption of Resource Dependency 
Theory (RDT) [Forester 1958] and Contingency Theory [Fiedler 1943] has 
been observed in the behaviour of company managers. 
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My approach to the role of theory in this ongoing research is that there are a 
number of theories which could be helpful and illuminating to different aspects 
of the investigation. The theories that appear most likely to be useful are: 
Resource Dependency; Economic Dilemma (Cost Disease); Open Systems; 
CATWOE from Soft Systems; Stakeholder; and Contingency. Used so far for 
analysis are Open Systems; CATWOE from Soft Systems; Stakeholder; and 
Economic Dilemma. Those for which further use is anticipated as the research 
progresses are Resource Dependency and Contingency. My general approach 
to the use of theory in this investigation is as that even a simple object generally 
requires three engineering or architectural drawings to define it, and for more 
complex objects, many more are needed. The complex dossiers of drawings that 
motor spare-parts stockists maintain for the identification of components of 
motor vehicles provide an example. As the current research is ongoing in an 
area that has not been much investigated, and which might provide outcomes 
leading the project to new destinations, the theories mentioned, and perhaps 
others, will be allowed to make their contribution. 

The dance companies have multiple funding with four main funding streams: 
Grants (from public funds); Box Office receipts; Donations (from philanthropic 
sources and sponsorship); and Trading (the use of the organization’s physical 
and intellectual assets to generate income). Government policy has reduced 
Grants, and encouraged dance companies to attract funding from other sources. 
This has been successful, in that the companies have generally increased 
funding from non-grant sources to maintain the level of real income, and in 
some instances exceed it. 

Apart from the problems created by the decrease in grant income, the dance 
companies still have to contend with production cost inflation due to the low 
productivity of its labour-intensive operations. Some innovative ways of 
expanding the audience base have been found, special performances focussed 
on young audiences and the conversion of productions to fit larger venues for 
example. The possibility of expanding the audience by using the traditional 
theatre-based means appears to be reaching its optimum due to the limited 
availability of suitable theatres, the even more limited availability of larger 
venues and the difficulties of their conversion, but most particularly the 
problem of expanding audience numbers.  

The use of applications of digital technology such as recorded performances 
and cinema screening of live and recorded performances had started to make a 
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contribution to building the customer base and generating extra funding prior 
to the pandemic. To this has been added the streaming of performances directly 
to customer’s homes, and its success has stimulated its use and further 
development. Now it could provide a lifeline to the dance companies whose 
operation has been seriously damaged by Covid19. How exploitation of these 
new technologies could provide further help is worthy of serious consideration. 
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Abstract 
Professor Barile, one of the keynote speakers at the World Organisation of 
Systems and Cybernetics congress (27th 30 September 2021), gave a 
stimulating presentation entitled ‘From Homo Sapiens to Homo Digitalis’ 
in which he argued that we have entered a period of dataism1. By this he 
means we are becoming so reliant upon digital technology that it is in 
danger of becoming a alternative ‘real world’. In many areas we are 
substituting fundamental human relationships such as human-to-human 
communication and human contact with a digital go-between. 

The following essay reflects my response to Professor Barile’s address that 
I hope will add another voice in raising our awareness of the impact that the 
ever-evolving digital world is having upon human beings 

1 https://www.wosc2020.org/abstracts, 7-9. 
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The technological transformation of ideas emerging from science have the 
power to transform society. The history of the industrial revolution showed 
how inventions such as the steam engine dramatically changed the way 
people lived. This invention changed the way they worked, made activities 
redundant and broke up communities. There was a great resistance to 
‘progress’ from what were called Luddites who tried to prevent it. In recent 
times the computer has a similar effect and the restrictions caused by the 
Covid pandemic has exacerbated what was already taking place. Working 
patterns have changed and with them there has been an impact upon the 
social communities that they once supported. I refer of course to the effect 
that online shopping and working from home have had on high streets and 
shopping centres. It is the application of the technology, developed from 
engineering science, that is of great concern. Our world has become 
digitalized (see Barile, September 2021 WOSC congress). We view the 
world through the prism of digital technologies. Digitalization influences 
how we make sense of the world and to an increasing degree defines social 
order. As Vickers observed ‘...men and their cultures are profoundly 
influenced by the tools they use. In this sense technology is not and can never 
be neutral. It shapes users minds and habits; it limits as well as enlarges’ 
(Vickers, 1983, p.8). A disturbing outcome of that observation is the 
announcement by the Facebook CEO is that they plan to build a ‘Metaverse’ 
a set of virtual spaces that you can create and explore with people who are not 
in the same space. Individuals may well be represented as an Avatar in this 
virtual world. 

This digitized world is creating an environment in its own image. It is 
seducing us, especially the young, to believe that human existence is 
tractable. We begin to step outside the natural order of things that is being 
displaced by human intervention. Of course, we humans are grateful for 
these scientific inventions. We have had the benefit from such things as 
electric light through to medical science that has extended our life span, but 
at the same time we are creating a monster. Even rich countries like ours are 
not impervious to its effects, the environmental disturbances we are 
experiencing now owe as much to these same scientific developments as 
they do to an ageing planet. In the first, and in my view the best, of the 
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Matrix trilogy2 there is a scene in which agent Smith says something like ‘I 
had a revelation. You ‘umans’ are a virus...’. It is just a Scifi film you might 
say but the impact of a virus upon living things and the impact of humans 
upon our planet have disturbing parallels. 

In his address Professor Barile suggested we are moving deeper into a world 
which substitutes experience of life with algorithms. Many of us now turn 
to Google for most matters to find the answer to our inquiry, uncritically 
accepting what we find and how we found it. Yes, an enquiring mind finds 
that the Web offers access to a source of material greater than we have ever 
had in human history, but it also, as Barile says, moves us away from human 
interaction. We are accessing what ‘was’ and take it for what ‘is’. It is a 
treasure-trove of material, but it is also a trap. As Barile says we have entered 
a period of dataism. The pervasive digital technology has created an artificial 
world which for some is indistinguishable from the natural world, indeed for 
them it is the real world. 

We interpret a ‘thing’ - a phenomena according to our experience, but it is 
what it is - a phenomena is still a phenomena; it is what we make of it that 
determines our personal environment. Digitization has substituted ‘real 
world’ experience for one created by software engineers. Barile gives 
examples of how we are gradually withdrawing from other human contact. 
For example, the Covid shut down has opened up a new world, one that can 
be lived in without leaving our home. I am better equipped at home now than 
I ever was at university. I can communicate with anyone who has access to 
technology. I can reach people without leaving home. I mix with lots of 
people. But it is virtual. When I give a presentation, I cannot easily sense the 
‘mood’ of my audience, I no longer have someone coming up to me 
immediately after my talk to ask about a specific point. Even before the 
lockdowns, it was not uncommon during lectures to see students consulting 
their cell phones or iPad. The relationship between teacher and pupil has 
changed because of technology. The relationships between people have 
changed - if one uses public transport for example many passengers are 
plugged into something somewhere else and are unaware of their 
surroundings. I believe Google are bringing out an App to warn people that 

2 https://www.imdb.com/list/ls061622168/‘umans’ are a virus...’. It is just a Scifi 
film you might say but the impact of a virus upon living things and the impact of 
humans upon our planet have disturbing parallels. 
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they are about to bump into something. 

We are able to develop networks of contacts created from a common interest 
without challenge. We can easily find someone who is willing to 
communicate on any subject from the Flat Earth Society to cells of people 
that want to do harm. Each cell becomes their ‘real world’. It allows us to 
reinforce our prejudices. The power of the digitization of our existence is 
removing us from natural experience. We substitute natural interaction with 
other humans for a reality provided by various platforms of digitization. 
Think about it. Before digitalization would you have given up your personal 
data such as address, date of birth etc to a perfect stranger? Now we do this 
every day. The capitulation of privacy is, I feel, a great danger. It provides 
hidden connections enabling a fantasy world to be created tailored to your 
personal choices. Holidays are offered where people can stroll through a 
wilderness apparently without harm; we are offered creams and tablets and 
nip-and-tuck operations to help us retain youth into old age. These platforms 
harvest personal data without control or agreement and used in ways that, if 
people thought about it, would be frightening - it is used from such things 
as facial recognition through to knowing what products interest you. These 
platforms are controlled by separate algorithms created (often by our own 
students) and merged into part of a whole, without proper control of the 
whole. For example, the data provided by our health monitoring devices 
such as a Fitbit (now owned by Amazon), is used in ways to which we did 
not agree. Not just product placement but health matters too. In the UK even 
the purchase of something costing a few pounds means giving up personal 
details that can be manipulated by the major digital processing that exists 
today e.g. Amazon, MS, Fitbit and others (see the recent disclosures by Ms 
Haugen, ex-Facebook product director). Buying a coffee is usually through 
a card transaction, and all that that means, including giving the bank control 
over our spend and the credit card company knowing what we spend it on. 
We now have devices in our homes that are collecting as much data on us as 
benefitting us. It is processed and forms part of a virtual world. We are doing 
this willingly with blind trust that it will not be harmful. While in some 
countries, such trust may seem justified, we have all seen examples where 
this is not the case. 

But to return to the original point - our reliance on digital platforms is such 
that it is the standard basis of ‘finding out’. Students rarely go out and talk 
to people - they prefer questionnaires and statistical manipulation of results. 
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These findings are published and become the basis of similar explorations. 
Hardly anyone goes out to find out. We repeat what was done last time - I 
believe Kierkegaard likened it to people just repeating ideas with little 
understanding of them, like a ventriloquist doll. Well, you might say that has 
always been the case but with the power of digital communication it is also 
stifling creativity and giving credence to half-baked ideas. Sir Geffrey 
Vickers said that science is ‘…not simply a development but rather a radical 
reconstruction of the naïve and natural world of common sense…’ he 
continued ‘…The more I see of science and read of scientists, the more I feel 
that science has cramped the human spirit conceptually worse than all the 
dryads and demons put together.’ Vickers (1991, p 8 and p53). 

Scientific research, in most cases, develops from the last thing that gave 
good results. There seems a lack of willingness to look at things anew. Many 
of our journals are publishing papers about papers. Even the publishing 
process is disappearing as we lose contact with other humans. The editorial 
process that was once a link between the publisher and author is now 
replaced by technology, and modern editors do as the software dictates. 
People are in danger of becoming an extension of a digitized algorithm. 

We seem to view the natural environment as something ‘out there’ to be 
experienced occasionally on holiday. Endangered species are seen through 
the lens of a charitable cause. Our responsibility to our environment is sub-
contracted to a third party. We are living in a virtual world created by 
humans and, importantly, living by its ‘moral’ standards that themselves are 
determined by the providers, e.g., Google, Facebook, Amazon or the 
Chinese/Iranian/Russian etc equivalents, which are dedicated to...what? 
Which brings me back to the question we should be asking of our digital 
world. One I think Barile was leading to - What is the point of humans in our 
(virtual) existence – are we here merely for procreation or will digitization 
lead us to be in touch with the divine? 

Frank Stowell. 19 October 2021 
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